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EDITORS NOTE

During the editorial review process, the manuscript for this volume was read by Suzie

Rogers, Buffalo National River Historian. As part of her comments, she stated that since the

time of the archeological survey, a cooperative education Student, Mr. Russell Smith, had
studied the Flowers' Cabin Site (3NW635). His research confirms some of the statements made
by the initial investigations and dispproves others. Mr. Smith's 1990 report has been added, with
the consent of the original authors, as appendix 4.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

From January 27, 1987 to February 25, 1988 a number of unrelated
archeological investigations were conducted at Buffalo National River,
Arkansas, including the proposed Skip Emmett access road and various selected

sections of proposed hiking trails. These investigations were required by Federal
legislation that mandates the protection and preservation of cultural resources,

including the Act of 1972 establishing Buffalo National River; Section 106 of

the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (as amended; 1980), and the

Antiquities Act of 1906. The fieldwork undertaken here complies with cultural

resource legislation by: 1) locating cultural resources endangered by proposed
construction; 2) assessing the degree of impact; 3) determining the significance

of affected cultural resources relative to criteria of the National Register of

Historic Places; and 4) if significant, offering recommendations to mitigate

impacts.

Archeological investigation of the proposed Skip Emmett access road

resulted in additional survey and testing of 3NW534, a Middle to Late Archaic
site originally investigated for the National Park Service by Mid-Continental
Research Associates (MCRA) and reported by Spears and Laf ferty (1985). Our
investigation confirms the assessment by MCRA. Site 3NW534 is not considered

eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. Construction

of the Skip Emmett access road which crosses 3NW534, will not impact
significant archeological remains.

Archeological investigation of proposed trail sections included survey of

the Hathaway Hollow trailhead, the Compton trailhead, the trail from Compton
to Hemmed-in-Hollow, the Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek to Kyles

Landing, and the Rush Ghost Town trailhead and interpretive loop trail. Three
trailheads and over 12 miles of preferred and alternative trail alignments were

surveyed, resulting in the identification and documentation of 14 archeological

sites.

Based on the trail surveys, one site is considered eligible for nomination

to the National Register of Historic Places (3NW668), two sites are considered

potentially eligible (3NW636 and 3NW664), and another (3NW635) is

undetermined. Five sites do not exhibit integrity and are not considered eligible

for nomination. The remaining six sites are represented by isolated finds that do

not merit nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.

Archeological clearance is recommended for the Skip Emmett access road

and the Hathaway Hollow trailhead as originally proposed. Significant cultural

resources will not be affected by construction. Clearance is recommended for the

Compton trailhead and spur trails, as long as the Compton to Hemmed-in-Hollow
connecting trail utilizes the surveyed alternative route that bypasses 3NW636.
Additional archeological testing is required at 3NW635 for a National Register

assessment of that site. The Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek to Kyles

Landing has impacted a potentially significant site (3NW664). Archeological

testing must be conducted at 3NW664 to fully assess the potential of the site and

the affects of trail construction. Based on testing results, mitigation may be
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required. Regarding the remainder of the Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek
to Kyles Landing, significant archeological sites will not be affected.

Archeological clearance is recommended. Clearance is recommended for the

Rush Ghost Town trailhead as long as cutting does not impact a buried ground
level 1.3 feet below the present surface. An archeologist should monitor cutting

during trailhead construction. Archeological clearance is recommended for the

Rush interpretive loop trail incorporating the surveyed alternative route. This
route bypasses 3MR160 and 3MR161 and is an acceptable alternative.
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Archeological Investigations For Construction of the

Proposed Skip Emmett Access Road and Survey of

Proposed Trailheads and Trail Sections
Buffalo National River, Arkansas

Roger E. Coleman
Myra Foster

INTRODUCTION

Archeological investigations were conducted sporadically from January

27, 1987, to February 25, 1988 at Buffalo National River, Arkansas. Because the

proposed developments which required archeological survey were unrelated and

occurred at various locations along the river, the fieldwork was not tied into an

overall research orientation but was conducted on an as-needed basis. These

investigations included survey and testing for the proposed Skip Emmett access

road and survey of selected sections of proposed hiking trail including the

Hathaway Hollow trailhead, Compton trailhead and spur trails, Buffalo River

trail from Steel Creek to Kyles Landing, and Rush Ghost Town trailhead and

interpretive loop trail. Three trailheads and over 12 miles of preferred and

alternate trail routes were surveyed resulting in the identification and

documentation of 14 archeological sites. Additional information was collected

for one previously recorded site during investigation of the Skip Emmett access

road. The purpose of this report is to summarize the archeological investigations

conducted, report the results of this work, make determinations of eligibility for

the National register of Historic Places, and offer recommendations for the

management of the cultural resources encountered.
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ENVIRONMENAL BACKGROUND

Location

The project area is Buffalo National River, a 132-mile long, 94,000 acre

park in Newton, Searcy, and Marion Counties of northern Arkansas (NPS

1985:6). Archeological investigations described herein occurred in five park

areas: Site 3NW534 on the Emmett and Villines tracts in Boxley Valley, proposed

Compton trailhead and Compton to Hemmed-in-Hollow connecting trail,

Hathaway Hollow trailhead, Rush Ghost Town trailhead and interpretive loop

hiking trail, and Buffalo River trail between Steel Creek and Kyles Landing

(Figure 1).

Hydrology

Buffalo River originates in the Ozark Mountains at an elevation of 2400

feet ASL and follows a 148-mile long winding course eastward to join the White

River at an elevation less than 400 feet ASL (NPS 1977:9). Predictably the river

has a relatively steep gradient, falling an average of 6.5 feet per mile (NPS

1986a:12, 1985:38). The Buffalo River watershed covers approximately 1400

miles and contains over 64 tributaries (NPS 1986a:12, 1985:38).

Physiography

Buffalo River courses through the Ozark Mountains. The Ozarks are

composed of three plateaus, each uplifted as a separate unit. The highest and

most dissected plateau is represented by the Boston Mountains with the

Springfield and Salem Plateaus following in decreasing elevation along a

south/north gradient. The Boston and Springfield Plateaus are separated by a

steep escarpment known as the Boston Mountain Front. Buffalo National River

occurs entirely in the intermediate Springfield Plateau that is characterized by

rolling hills and occasional prominent ridges, outliers of the Boston Mountains.
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The Buffalo River is deeply entrenched in the Springfield Plateau, creating a

pattern of alternating ridges and valleys. The upper Buffalo River, near the

Boston Mountain Front, is characterized by relief as great as 900 feet while

along the lower river, maximum relief approaches 700 feet (foti 1974:12).

Geology/Pedology

Lithology of the Buffalo River is composed of alternating bands of

limestone, dolomite, sandstone, and shale. The Everton and Saint Peter

formations are found on the valley floor, the lower Mississippian age Boone

formation in the mid-range elevations, undifferentiated upper Mississippian

rocks, and cane hill, Boyd shale, and Atoka formations on mountain summits

(NPS 1985:17). In restricted locations, the Pitkin formation caps Atoka sandstone

(Easton 1942). The predominant surface formation of the area is the lower

Mississippian Boone formation, composed of limestone and chert. Weathering of

softer limestone has littered valley slopes with more resistant cherts of the Boone

formation.

Soils of the Springfield Plateau are predominantly limestone derived and

developed chiefly under deciduous forest (foti 1974:22). In mountainous areas,

soils tend to vary greatly within short distances and vertical zonation is common.

Generally, higher elevation soils tend to be acidic, thin, cherty loams and clays,

while medium textured sandy and silty loams predominate in valley bottoms The

trail sections investigated here occur primarily in Nixa soils. Nixa soils are

found on ridgetops and adjoining slopes of 3-12%. These are shallow soils

composed of a 20-cm thick cherty silt loam over a 25-cm deep silty chert loam

(NPS 1985:19).

Climate

According to the Koppen-Geiger system of climate classification,

northwest Arkansas is characterized by a mild humid or mesothermal climate

(Cfa). The mesothermal climate has at least one month with an average
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temperature under 64.4 degrees F. Precipitation is sufficient during all months

with no clearly defined dry season (Strahler and Strahler 1978:144). At least four

distinct seasons, however, are evident in northwest Arkansas: a hot summer, mild

winter, and a definite spring and fall.

At Buffalo National River, the average annual temperature is 58 degrees

F. January is the coldest month of the year, with an average temperature of 40

degrees F. July, the warmest month, has an average temperature of 80 degrees

F. Temperature extremes of 114 to -23 degrees F however, have been recorded.

The average annual precipitation is 49 inches. Average snowfall is 12 inches per

year and occurs from November through March (NPS 1983:12).

Vegetation

The rugged topography of Buffalo National River provides numerous

microenvironments, accounting for a remarkable plant diversity. Over 1500

plant species, including many relict forms, are known to exist along the river

(NPS 1983:14, 1975:46). The majority of upland sites in Buffalo National River

are forested while relatively level upland benches and productive valley bottoms

have been cleared for pasture or cultivation.

Buffalo River is included in the oak-hickory region of the eastern

deciduous forest (Braun 1950). Of more than 40 tree species that occur in the

valley (NPS 1977:16), six oak and three hickory species predominate (NPS

1983:14, 1975:46).

Forest composition varies with specific site conditions. At least five

different forest associations or communities have been documented along

Buffalo River. The typical climax community of the area is a red-oak,

white-oak, hickory association with shortleaf pine and post oak present on the

driest sites. Shortleaf pine constitutes 10-40% of total species composition. A

mixed hardwood community is found on intermediate slopes above the river and

includes silver maple, American elm, green ash, sweet gum, white ash, bitternut

hickory, hackberry, black gum, black walnut, shumard oak, and white oak.

Floodplains contain American elm, green ash, silver maple, and boxelder.
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Sycamore, Cottonwood, black willow, and black river birch occupy streamside

settings. Smaller, areally restricted forest types include the beech-sugar maple

cove forest, a relict community occupying the best soils in cool, moist, north

facing ravines in the uplands. White oak, northern red oak, and umbrella

magnolia are subdominants. Cedar glades are found on xeric upland sites such

as limestone or dolomite bluffs and contain red and white cedar, and prairie

grasses (foti 1974:24, NPS 1986:13).

Cultural Background

Prehistory of the Buffalo National River has been summarized by

Wolfman (1979). More extensive overviews of regional prehistory may be found

in Raab et al. (1982) and Sabo et al. (1982). A general history of the river is

available in Pitcaithley (1976, 1978), while specific treatments of the Tyler Bend

and Rush areas of the river are dealt with by Rogers (1986a, 1986b). For a

detailed understanding, the reader is referred to these sources. For the purposes

of this study, the cultural chronology has, with minor changes, been extracted

from Sabo et al. (1982:49) and Presented in Table 1.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Perhaps the first recorded description of prehistoric remains along

Buffalo River was made by Geologist David Owen, who observed artifacts in

Cave Creek Cave (Owen 1858:85). Scientific investigation along Buffalo River

began in the early years of the Twentieth Century and has been summarized by

Wolfman (1979). In 1972, Buffalo River was incorporated as a unit of the

National Park System. An archeological assessment of the park conducted in the

same year by the Arkansas Archeological Survey documented 254 prehistoric

sites along the river (Wolfman 1979). Over the past 16 years, the National Park

Service has conducted or contracted over 23 archeological investigations in

conjunction with planned park development (Appendix 1).
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TABLE 1

Cultural Chronology of the Ozarks

Cultural Period Phase Date Range

Paleo Indian Paleo Indian 12000-10500 B.P.

Transitional Dalton 10500-9500 B.P.

Archaic Early Archaic 9500-8000 B.P.
Middle Archaic 8000-5000 B.P.
Late Archaic 5000-2500 B.P.

Woodland Early Woodland 2500-1800 B.P.
Middle Woodland 1800-1350 B.P.
Late Woodland 135C-1100 B.P.

Mississippi Caddo 1100-450 P.P.
Neosho 450-300 B.P.

Proto-Historic Proto-Historic 300-223 B.P.

Historic Osage 1763-1 804 A.D.
Cherokee 1794-1828 A.D.
French 1673-1762 A.D.
Spanish 1763-1802 A.D.
American 1803+ A.D.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Survey and Testing

Prior to initiating fieldwork, National Park Service site locational maps

were examined to determine if previously recorded sites would be impacted by

proposed construction. For procedures of field survey and testing. A State Plan

for the Conservation of Archeological Resources (Davis 1982) was consulted. In

areas of dense ground cover, the plan recommends that shovel tests be conducted

20-30 m apart. Recommended test dimensions are 30x30 cm square and

approximately 30-50 cm deep. Whenever a site is located, shovel tests are spaced
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10 m apart to determine spatial extent. This approach is time efficient and

minimizes disturbance to cultural deposits. For the purposes of this

investigation, tests were spaced 30 m apart within the proposed trail corridor.

Whenever possible, site dimensions were determined from surface

indications (e.g., stone concentrations, fencelines, outbuildings, artifacts, etc.).

When vegetation was dense, this approach was supplemented by shovel testing.

At least 1 test was excavated at each site to determine depth of the cultural

deposit and soil development. Backfill from tests was troweled through and all

artifacts collected. Observations concerning the nearest source of water,

landform, and soil type were made. Photographs were taken and a compass map

of the site constructed. When these data had been collected, a general surface

collection of the site was made. All artifacts were gathered and deposited in a

paper sack to which a temporary site number was assigned.

Artifact Identification

Lithic material derived from local formations was abundant throughout

the survey area. Potentially, the occurrence of chert could be attributed to a

cultural origin. The ubiquity of this material, however, makes the identification

of all but the most altered specimens exceedingly difficult. To further compound

the problem, evidence of thermal alteration or burning may not be used as the

sole indicator of prehistoric modification. Burned or discolored chert is quite

common in off-site contexts throughout the Ozarks and probably originated

from the practice of burning brush and stumps in this once heavily logged

region. Unless found in a context suggesting cultural origin or definitely

displaying intentional alteration, Boone chert--thermally altered or

otherwise—was ignored. Prehistoric site definition, then, depended on the

recognition of ceramics, ground or pecked stone, and culturally modified chert

(formal tools and production debitage).
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The analysis of lithic debris recovered during this investigation has been

organized after the categories used by Coleman et al. (1984) and included as

Appendix 1. The identification of raw materials is based on the classification

of Spears et al. (1986:32-33) for the Buffalo River area and includes grey/green

chert, Boone chert, Jasper chert, Pitkin chert, Cotter chert, and orthoquartzite.

An additional local chert identified at 3NW534 and 3NW664, and described

herein is referred to as Steel Creek chert.

Additionally, the presence or absence of thermal alteration as defined by

Streuver (1973:63) will be noted. Chert is considered thermally altered if it

displays a pink-to-reddish coloration, lustrous texture, gray or smoked

appearance on remnant cortex surfaces, or evidence of burning indicated by

crazing lines, hackling, pot-lid fractures and colors ranging from deep

red-to-dark blue or gray-to-black.

A variety of sources were consulted to identify and date historic

artifacts. Most prominent among these were Deiss (1981), Wilson (1981), and

McKearin and McKearin (1948) for glass; and Price (1982), Wetherbee (1980),

Kovel and Kovel (1953, 1986), Gaston (1983), and Cunningham (1982) for

ceramics. Excellent sources of identification for hardware and household items

were reprints of the 1865 Erwin and Russell hardware catalogue, an 1895

Montgomery Ward catalogue, and a 1902 Sears Roebuck catalogue.
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SKIP EMMETT ACCESS ROAD

Introduction

On June 3, 1987, an archeological investigation was conducted on a

portion of the Conrad Villines tract that contains 3NW534, a previously recorded

prehistoric archeological site. The purpose of this investigation was to determine

whether proposed road construction within the boundaries of 3NW534 would

impact significant archeological remains.

Site 3NW534 is a Middle to Late Archaic site on a ridgespur overlooking

the Buffalo River in Boxley Valley. The site is nearly equally bisected by the

boundary between the Conrad Villines and Skip Emmett properties. In 1985, an

archeological survey of the Emmett tract was conducted prior to resell of the

land by the National Park Service. Since Skip Emmett planned to construct a

house and access road on a portion of the tract containing 3NW534, archeological

testing to determine significance of the site was also undertaken. That

investigation determined that 3NW534 was not eligible for nomination to the

National Register of Historic Places and that proposed construction would not

impact significant archeological remains (Spears and Laf ferty 1985), at least on

the Skip Emmett tract. Since the proposed access road crosses 3NW534 on the

Villines tract, however, additional testing to evaluate potential impacts to

archeological resources was conducted there.

Previous Investigation

Site 3NW534 was originally investigated by Mid-Continental Research Associates

(MCRA) under contract with the National Park Service (Spears and Lafferty

1985). Fieldwork was conducted from September 16-17. 1985. MCRA personnel

excavated five controlled shovel tests and a single lxl m square test unit within

the boundaries of 3NW534, resulting in the recovery of 136 lithic artifacts. Two

diagnostic projectile points, interpreted as Bulverde and Etley points,

respectively, suggested a Middle to Late Archaic component (Spears and

10
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Laf ferty 1985:17). Lithic materials were dispersed over the top of the ridgespur

on both the Emmett and Villines tracts, but the heaviest concentration occurred

on the south slope of the ridgespur on the Emmett tract. Cultural remains

occurred in a plowzone averaging 10 cm in depth. Slightly deeper deposits on the

south side of the ridgespur were interpreted as slopewash that resulted from

intensive agriculture. Spears and Lafferty concluded that 3NW534 was not

eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places because "the

site was shallow, did not contain intact deposits, had a low feature potential, and

had been disturbed by agricultural practices'' (Spears and Lafferty 1985). The

State Archeologist/State Historic Preservation Officer concurred with the

MCRA assessment by memorandum dated February 11, 1986 (Appendix 3), and

archeological clearance for construction of a house and access road on the

Emmett tract was provided. Since the proposed Skip Emmett access road also

crosses 3NW534 on the Villines tract, additional investigation to assess potential

impacts here is warranted.

Methods

Additional investigations at 3NW534 included intensive surface collection

and controlled shovel testing along the proposed road right-of-way within the

boundaries of 3NW534. Since 3NW534 is roughly bisected by the

Emmett/Villines property boundary, surface artifacts were collected by two

provenience units: the Emmett tract (Area A), and the Villines tract (Area B).

This dual provenience system allows for basic comparisons of both site areas.

To examine the potential for subsurface remains, eight controlled shovel

tests were excavated. Tests were spaced 15 feet apart on the centerline of the

proposed access road. Test dimensions were approximately 30x30 cm square and

30 cm deep as recommended by a State Plan for the Conservation of

Archeological Resources in America (Davis 1982). All soil was dry screened

through 1/4 inch hardware cloth and all artifacts were retained.

11
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Emmett Tract.

Results

On June 3, 1987, additional archeological investigations were conducted at

3NW534 to determine if proposed road construction would affect significant

cultural resources on the Villines portion of the site. In anticipation of the

survey, Paul Villines had graciously mowed the site area and staked the

centerline of the proposed access road. The Villines portion of the site occurred

in pasture and the Emmett side harbored a regrowth of weeds and grass in a

former field area. Visibility over the entire site approached 20%. Investigations

included an intensive surface survey and excavation of eight controlled shovel

tests.

12
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Surface Survey

Eighty seven artifacts were collected from two proveniences during the surface

survey. Area A (Emmett tract) provided 70 artifacts, while Area B (Villines

tract) produced only 17. Results of the survey are illustrative: the portion of the

site with the densest concentration is Area A on the Emmett Tract. Artifacts are

abundant here on the south side of the ridgespur and, as Spears and Lafferty

(1985:18) conclude, this was evidently the preferred location for prehistoric

habitation. Only a sparse, uniform lithic scatter extends eastward along the

ridgespur into Area B. These observations are confirmed by shovel testing.

Shovel Testing

Eight controlled shovel tests were excavated along the proposed road

right-of-way. Tests indicate that a typical soil profile for 3NW534 on the

Villines tract consists of a shallow brown to dark brown (10YR43) silty loam Ap

horizon from 0-0.4 feet below surface. Underlying the Ap horizon is a sterile,

yellowish brown (10YR5/4), cherty clay Bl soil. Artifacts occur only in the

shallow, disturbed Ap horizon. Shovel tests excavated in Area B have an average

artifact recovery rate of 2.3 artifacts per test, while Area A yields an average

of 16 artifacts per test. Test 8, in Area A, produced 28 artifacts from 0-0.8 feet

below surface, while test 7, only 15 feet distant, produced only 4 artifacts from

0-0.25 feet below surface. Thus, test 8 defines the edge of the artifact

concentration in Area A. As the surface survey suggested, site deposits in Area

B are thin and sparsely represented.

Artifacts

One hundred thirty three lithic artifacts recovered during the investigation

allow a relatively detailed assessment of the site that supplements the previous

interpretation by MCRA (Spears and Lafferty 1985). Six blanks, eight shatter

fragments, two secondary decortication flakes, one nondiagnostic bifacial tool

13
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fragment, five projectile points, one bifacial knife, one end scraper, one hafted

scraper, one spokeshave, one drill/reamer, one mano, and a hafted digger were

recovered from 3NW534.

All five projectile points are medium size dart points. Three of these are

sufficiently intact to be typed. The first is a straight to slightly expanding stem

projectile point with barbed shoulders and excurvate lateral blade margins

(Figure 3H). The artifact was formed by large, randomly struck percussion

flakes. The base was thinned with a single longitudinally placed flake that

extends over 1/2 the length of the point. Basal margins are unground. This

artifact is similar to the two stemmed projectile points from 3NW534 illustrated

by Spears and Lafferty (1985:17). These authors have typed the artifacts as

Bulverde and Etley points, respectively. Neither, however, appear to be ideal

candidates for these types.

The Bulverde point is found in Texas and parts of Oklahoma, while the

Etley point is a hallmark of the Titterington focus of east central Missouri and

west central Illinois. The full range of variation evidenced in all three artifacts,

however, could be encompassed by the Stone Square Stemmed type of southern

Missouri and northwest Arkansas as defined by Chapman (1975:257). He depicts

variations of the stone square stemmed point that are similar to the specimens

from 3NFW534 (Chapman 1975:196, 187). All three specimens are here

provisionally placed in the Stone Square Stemmed type. The original period

assignment by MCRA, however, is unaltered. Stone Square Stemmed points are

from the Middle to Late Archaic period (ca. 5000-1000 B.C.). Other diagnostic

artifacts recovered include a stemmed projectile point base broken during

manufacture (Figure 31). This artifact also exhibits an expanding stem and

barbed shoulder. A third projectile point displays wide, shallow side notching

with an excurvate, ground base (Figure 3J). This projectile point has not been

placed within any regionally defined type, but is similar to the Table Rock

Point.

The range of functional artifact classes at 3NW534 may indicate a

semipermanent or seasonally occupied habitation site. Several activities are

reflected. The projectile points and both scrapers indicate that hunting was an
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FIGURE 3. Diagnostic artifacts from 3XW534: A) Bifacial Knife; B) End Scraper; C-D) Projectile point

fragments with spokeshave notches: E) Drill/reamer; F) Hafted scraper; G) Hafted digger: H) Variant of

Stone Square stemmed projectile point; I) Untyped projectile point broken during manufacture; J)

Expanding Stem Table-Rock like projectile point.

important economic pursuit and that some carcass processing probably occurred

on the site. The drill/reamer, spokeshave, and two projectile point fragments

with spokeshave notches (Figure 3C-E) suggest woodworking activities. The
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mano relates to nut/plant food processing as does the hafted digger (Figure 3G),

a tool that probably figured prominently in foraging. This artifact is a large,

proportionally thin biface, 112.7 mm long, 65 mm wide at the widest point, and

11 mm thick. The tool exhibits a rounded or excurvate distal end (bit), slightly

incurvate sides, a pointed proximal end, and a biconvex cross section. Simple

beveled notches, located 32 mm below the proximal end, define a haft element.

This artifact is shaped by large, randomly placed, percussion flakes. Formally,

the tool resembles the "sedalia digger," a foraging tool of the Late Archaic

Sedalia phase of Missouri. Sedalia diggers occur, though less frequently, in Early

and Middle Archaic period contexts as well. A digging implement is further

indicated by use wear on the specimen from 3NW534. Faint wear on the bit area

includes slight blunting or rounding of the bit edge, light polish on flake scars,

and striations perpendicular to the working edge of the tool.

The best represented activity at 3NW534 is bifacial tool production. A
partial lithic reduction sequence at 3NW534 suggests that primary reduction was

accomplished away from the site. Macroflakes or bifacial blanks were then

transported to the site for further reduction. Both artifact categories are well

represented in the assemblage (Appendix 4). Three macroflakes were

recovered-all had been snapped during initial reduction attempts. Discounting

the absence of cores and the paucity of decortication flakes, the reduction

sequence at 3NW534 is relatively standard. Tools were preformed at the site.

Bifacial thinning and shaping was accomplished by soft hammer percussion

flaking. Additional thinning and sharpening occurred through pressure flaking.

The absence of cores and the paucity of decortication flakes at 3NW534,

makes it difficult to determine the original source of raw material. Four flakes

do display cortex and among these, residual talus cherts and river cobbles are

equally represented. All cherts, however, were obtained locally. The greatest

amount of utilized material is Boone chert (90%), with grey/green variegated

cherts comprising only 6% of raw material utilized, and Pitkin chert only 2%.

Orthoquartzite and Steel Creek chert each represent only 1% of material found

on 3NW534.

Conclusions

Investigations at 3NW534 have supplemented previous research by MCRA
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(Spears and Lafferty 1985), but have not significantly altered their conclusions.

Site 3NW534 is probably a semipermanent or seasonally occupied habitation site

of the Middle Archaic to Late Archaic period (ca. 5000 B.P.). Activities

represented at the site (hunting, carcass processing, foraging, nut/plant food

processing, woodworking, bifacial tool production) suggest a relatively diverse

economic base and sustained habitation. The mano may suggest a fall occupation.

The densest area of occupation occurs within the Emmett tract. Although

artifacts are relatively abundant, site deposits are shallow and mixed. That

portion of the site located within the Villines tract is even less spectacular.

Deposits occur within the first 0.4 feet of soil and are decidedly sparse. On the

average, artifacts in Area B are almost 5 times smaller than those in Area A.

This may indicate that cultural materials in the Villines tract are redeposited by

slopewash from the more elevated portion of the site on the Emmett tract.

Site Significance

The investigations described herein confirm the assessment offered by

Spears and Lafferty (1985). Site 3NW534 is not considered eligible for

nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The site is contained

completely within a 10 cm plowzone and is, therefore, disturbed. There is no

evidence of preserved floral and faunal remains. Testing indicates that there is

low potential for subsurface features. Although formal tool types are common

at 3NW534, the collections acquired by MCRA and through this investigation

accurately represent site contents. It is unlikely that additional information

beyond that summarized herein will ever be recovered from the site.

Recommendations

Since 3NW534 is not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places,

significant archeological remains will not be impacted by proposed road

construction on the Villines portion of the site. Archeological clearance is

recommended for construction of a road on the Villines tract.
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HATHAWAY HOLLOW TRAILHEAD

Introduction

The following discussion describes an archeological investigation of a

proposed trailhead site at Hathaway Hollow on lower Buffalo River. The

trailhead is recommended in the Buffalo National River Trail Plan (1987:10-11)

as a five car/trailer trailhead/parking lot with a gravel surface. A facility of

this size will be approximately 100x100 feet square.

Figure 4. Location of the proposed Hathaway Hollow Trailhead.

Results

On July 2, 1987, an archeological investigation was conducted at the

proposed Hathaway Hollow trailhead. The site slated for construction is a
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relatively level area at 530 feet ASL near the head of Hathaway Hollow. An

unnamed intermittent stream flows approximately 200 feet to the northwest. At

the time of the investigation, the area was overgrown with cedar, greenbriar,

and grasses. Visibility was less than 10 percent.

An intensive surface survey of the proposed construction site yielded

negative results. Because of the dense vegetation, shovel tests were randomly

located within the 100x100 foot proposed trailhead. Ten shovel tests,

approximately 30x30 cm square and 30 cm deep, were excavated. All backfill

was carefully troweled through, but cultural remains were not observed.

Testing revealed a simple soil profile consisting of a brown to dark brown

(10YR4/3) Al horizon from 8 cm below surface. Underlying the Al horizon was

a very dark grey (10YR3/1) soil. Neither horizon contained evidence of cultural

remains.

Conclusion and Recommendations

In spite of intensive survey and shovel testing, cultural remains were not

discovered at the proposed Hathaway Hollow trailhead. The absence of such

remains may be attributed to the unsuitability of this location for prehistoric

habitation. Although a stream is located nearby, it is intermittent and the

northwestern exposure of this location may not have been conducive to

settlement. Cultural remains will not be impacted by proposed trailhead

construction. Archeological clearance for construction of the Hathaway Hollow

trailhead is recommended.

COMPTON TRAILHEAD AND SPUR TRAILS

Introduction

The Buffalo National River Trail Plan (NPS 1987) proposes that a

100x100 foot, five car/trailer trailhead with gravelled surface be constructed

near Compton on the edge of the Ponca wilderness. A pedestrian/equestrian trail
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will originate at the Compton trailhead and traverse the Ponca wilderness area,

connecting Compton to Boxley Valley. A second short connecting trail will

originate at the Compton trailhead and join the extant Hemmed-in-Hollow spur

trail (NPS 1987:10-14) investigated by the Arkansas Archeological Survey (Jones

and Abernathy 1979). The following discussion describes archeological

investigation of the proposed Compton trailhead and adjoining spur trails.

Results

Prior to initiating fieldwork, National Park Service site locational maps

were inspected to determine if known archeological sites would be affected by

proposed construction. Previously recorded archeological sites were not

identified within the proposed trail corridors.

Archeological investigations of the proposed Compton trailhead and

adjoining trail sections were conducted on November 12, 1986, and on January

27, , and February 23, 1987. Survey and archeological testing was completed for

the proposed 100x100 foot trailhead, along a 0.45 mile section of adjoining

pedestrian/equestrian trail, and for the 1.5 mile long connecting pedestrian trail

from Compton to Hemmed-in-Hollow spur trail. These investigations resulted in

the discovery and documentation of two previously unrecorded archeological

sites.

The proposed trailhead site, a 100x100 foot area, is in an upland setting

at 2250 feet ASL. Ground surface slopes gradually to the southwest. This area

supports a relatively dense post oak forest and visibility at the time of the

survey was poor to fair, approaching 20 percent. An intensive surface survey of

the proposed trailhead failed to produce evidence of cultural activity. Because

of dense vegetation, shovel tests had to be randomly spaced throughout the

100x100 foot area. Ten shovel tests, 30x30 cm square and 30 cm deep, were

excavated. Testing reveals that soil at the proposed trailhead site is a brown to

dark brown (10YR4/3), 0.2-foot thick Al horizon over limestone cobbles. All

backfill was carefully troweled-through, but cultural remains were not

encountered.
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Figure 5. Location of the proposed Compton Trailhead and spur trails.

A 0.45 mile section of proposed equestrian trail was investigated. This

trail originates at the Compton trailhead and follows the Hemmed-in-Hollow

bluff top along the 2240 foot contour. The trail proceeds 0.45 miles to a

preexisting road and remains in dense upland forest for its entirety.
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Archeological survey of this section of proposed equestrian/pedestrian trail

failed to produce evidence of cultural activity.

The proposed section of pedestrian trail investigated originates at the

Compton trailhead and gradually descends the Hemmed-in-Hollow bluff. The

trail drops 1050 feet over a 1.5 mile course and merges with a preexisting spur

trail that provides access to Hemmed-in-Hollow. The majority of the trail

follows relatively steep slopes that are covered by dense upland forest. In spite

of these conditions, two archeological sites were encountered. These are

described below.

3NW635

The Flowers' Cabin Site (3NW635) was visited on January 27, 1986.

Because of the early season, the ground surface was frozen and shovel testing

was not conducted. Surface visibility was fair, however, and the following

observations are based on visible surface remains.

The Flowers' Cabin Site is an Anglo-American homestead situated on a

narrow bench at 1880 feet ASL above Hemmed-in-Hollow. The site is

conterminous with the bench and occupies a 766 square meter area. A spring on

the south end of the bench is the nearest potable water. Visible structural

elements at 3NW635 include a standing log house, the foundation of a detached

kitchen, a stone lined ditch or raceway with an associated stone lined post hole,

a possible stone lined well depression, and two actively used fireplace rings.

Three terraces, each with a 1.5-foot high stone retaining wall, divide the bench

into as many areas.

The Flower's cabin is the only standing structure at 3NW635. In

configuration, the cabin is a rectangular pen structure, 18 feet x 14 feet, with

one story and an attic loft. The roof is a simple saddleback or gabled roof with

the gabled ends on the short sides of the structure. A door is situated off-center

on the northeast side of the building. Originally, the cabin probably had no

windows and a fireplace or fireplace gap is noticeably absent. A sill of four lap

jointed square hewn logs rests on four single stone piers. Additional stones are
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1 Possible Well

2 Hearths

3 Unidentified Foundation

4 Stone Drain

5 Retaining Walls

6 Post Hole

Figure 6. Boundary and structural elements of 3NW635.

stacked under the sill, creating the illusion of a full length foundation. This

curtain is probably a later addition and at least one stone has mortar adhering

to it, indicating recycling of building materials. Hewn square sleepers rest atop

the log sill and are locked in position by the upper course of logs. All logs, with

the exception of sills, sleepers, and plates are half-round or left round on the

outside and hewn flat on the inside. Logs are joined by "V" notching. Chinking

between the logs is modern concrete—original chinking was not evident. The top

logs or plates are hewn square and lap jointed. On the southeast gable end of the

structure, two members of the plate protrude beyond the walls of the building

approximately two feet, as if a cantilevered roof to surround a chimney had

been intended. A chimney gap, however, is not present. The function of the

protruding plate is, therefore, uncertain. These structural members may have

been recycled from another building. In the attic loft, several sleepers rest atop

the plate to support the loft floor. These are hewn square and appear to be
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original. The sleepers are not pegged or nailed to the plate. Presently, access to

the loft is by a large pine tree that, apparently, grew in place before the modern

roof was constructed. The pine tree was topped and branches trimmed for use

as a ladder. According to NPS land acquisition files, when the property was

purchased in 1974, the cabin had an original shake shingle roof, partly fallen-in.

Near the northeast end of the Flowers' Cabin is a detached foundation

that probably represents a former kitchen. This feature is a nearly square

alignment of a single coursed, undressed, sandstone rocks. In plan, the

foundation measures 10 feet x 13.5 feet. The proposed kitchen is 7 feet distant

from the cabin, indicating a walkway or porch of that width. A possible

fireplace exists on the northeast end of the foundation. Although many stones

have been removed, dimensions may be estimated to be 5.6 feet x 5.5+ feet. The

presence of a fireplace in this structure helps substantiate its use as a kitchen.

The extant cabin never had a fireplace.

A straight, trough shaped ditch, 6 feet wide and approximately 2 feet

deep, bisects the Flower's Cabin Site. The ditch originates at the intersection of

slope and bench-cuts across this topographic feature-then ends at the edge of

the bench. At the time the ditch was observed, it did not contain water. At the

end of the ditch, is a square hole bordered with unmortared sandstone rocks.

This feature is 2.5 feet to a side (interior measure). Depth is unknown. The

square hole probably contained a post or beam. Proximity to the stone lined

ditch suggests that the post hole is an associated feature. Though function is

unknown, these structural elements may have served as a raceway for logging

or milling activity.

Several other structural elements are present at 3NW635 and include a

possible well, fireplace rings, and retaining walls. The possible well appears as

a circular stone-lined or ringed depression about 6.8 feet in diameter. The stones

appear loose and mortar is not readily apparent. At least two stone rings from

modern campfires are evident on the site. Both have diameters of 3.5 feet and

4.5 feet, respectively. Stones for the campfires were probably salvaged from the

nearby kitchen foundation or fireplace. Three stone retaining walls divide the

Flowers' Cabin Site into as many areas. The walls are of undressed sandstone
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rocks stacked about 1.5 feet high. Terraces probably demarcate distinct pasture

or garden areas.

Oral history and the park files yield little information about 3NW635.

The cabin

"was last owned by a Lloyd V. Flowers, of California, whose heirs

sold the 80 acre tract to NPS in 1976. The cabin was never

evaluated in the various historic studies of that decade (1970), so

the only documentation . . . (is) the appraisal report dated

September 6, 1974. That report describes ".
. . an old frame log

cabin with a wood shingle roof . . .partly fallen in,..." (Liles 1986).

Interpretation of the site must, therefore, rely on field observations.

Three terraces on the site probably demarcate garden and pasture areas,

and the stone-lined raceway may have been related to logging or milling

activities. These improvements imply a relatively lengthy occupation of the site.

Among few artifacts visible on the ground surface, the hub of a carriage wheel

could date from the nineteenth to early twentieth century. A cast iron stove of

same antiquity sits in the southeast corner of the cabin and could be an original

furnishing. It had been used until recently. A patent date on the stove could not

be found, but it is embossed "air blast acorn/16/D163." All hardware in the cabin

is modern with the exception of a single hand forged hook and this is attached

to a modern window sill with round, galvanized nails. The construction

techniques evident in the cabin, however, may indicate a date sometime during

the second half of the nineteenth century. The Flowers' Cabin Site (3NW635) is

an Anglo-American homestead, probably dating to the late Nineteenth to early

Twentieth Century.
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3NW636

The Plumlee Site (3NW636) occurs in an upland setting at 2200 feet ASL

on the bluff crest above Hemmed-in-Hollow. The site is situated at the

headwaters of a small unnamed upland tributary and the immediate

environment is wet or marshy. Potable water is only 40 feet distant from

3NW636. Although vegetation in the vicinity of 3NW636 is upland forest, the site

was recognized by artifacts exposed in a trace. This former roadbed crosses the

site from southeast to northwest and chert flakes were scattered over 100 feet

of its course. Visibility in the trace was 100%. Elsewhere a dense leaf cover

obscured the ground surface and testing was necessary to delimit site boundaries.

A single transect of shovel tests, spaced 5 meters apart, was sufficient to

delineate the north/south extent of the site. The Plumlee Site is roughly circular

and covers an area of approximately 1000 square meters. Artifact density

appears to increase near the stream. Soil is a characteristic alfisol with a shallow,

ca. 5-cm thick Al horizon that is also the artifact bearing layer.

y^l> • Positive Test

Q Negative Test

Figure 7. Archeological tests and boundaries of 3XW636.
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Fifty-four lithic artifacts recovered from 3NW636 (Appendix 5) allow for

a relatively detailed assessment of the site. A small side notched projectile point

base suggests a Middle to Late Archaic affiliation. Similar side notched forms

occur in small quantities in Middle to Late Archaic assemblages of the Ozark

highland and southwest drainage regions of Missouri (Chapman 1975:179-180).

The projectile point base, a biface fragment that is potentially from a projectile

point, one formal end scraper, and one flake scraper suggest that 3NW636

functioned as a hunting camp. Burned sandstone observed on the site surface

may be related to hearths and kitchen activity. Two gravers, a possible gouge,

and a burinated flake may be related to woodworking. The majority of artifacts,

flint knapping debris, are related to bifacial tool production.

A complete lithic reduction sequence is evident at 3NW636. Raw material was

almost entirely locally available and includes Boone chert (92%) and variegated

grey/green cherts (6%). One possibly exotic flake is a translucent opal colored

chert resembling chalcedony and it accounts for 2% of the raw material. Cherts

were predominantly acquired from residual surface or talus deposits (75%) and

secondarily from river gravels (25%).

One polymorphic core in the sample suggests the opportunistic removal of flakes

for specialized flake tools such as the gouge or scraper. With further reduction,

flakes were preformed for bifacial tool production. Cores were initially reduced

by hard hammer percussion flaking. Few cores were heat treated, but thinning

flakes suggest that at this phase of biface reduction at least 50% of preforms

were thermally altered. A hand held soft hammer was probably then used to

bi facially thin and shape blanks/preforms with final thinning and sharpening

being conducted with a hand held pressure flaker.

Site 3NW636 is probably a semipermanent or seasonally occupied Late

Archaic habitation site where carcass processing, woodworking activities, and

bifacial tool production occurred.
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FIGURE 8. Diagnostic artifacts recovered from various sites during the trail surveys: A) Side-notched

projectile point base from 3NW636: B) Projectile point fragment with unidirectional spokeshave notches

from 3NW667; QKeeled scraper from 3NW667; D) Graver from 3NW636: E) Combination

spokeshave/graver from 3XW667: F) Graver from 3XW667.
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Site Significance

The Flowers' Cabin is very altered and displays little integrity. The

rafters and tin roof are recent, as are the circular saw-cut planks on the floor

and attic loft. All are fastened with new wire nails. The large "picture" windows

on the northwest and southwest sides of the cabin are modern intrusions. The

sills around these openings and for the door are all recent, as new wire nails hold

these members in place. Recent recycling of stone for outdoor fireplaces and

possibly the stone chinking under the cabin has damaged the nearby kitchen and

fireplace foundation. The Flowers' Cabin, by itself, is not considered eligible for

nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. As an archeological site,

however, the potential of 3NW635 has not been investigated. Archeological

testing is necessary at 3NW635 to make a National Register assessment of the site

possible.

Site 3NW636 is not considered significant because the site is partially

deflated by an actively eroding trace. Shovel testing indicates that elsewhere on

the site, deposits are surficial and artifacts occur only in a 0.4 foot thick Al

horizon. There is no evidence of preserved floral and faunal remains. As

indicated by testing and the substantial exposure in the roadbed, buried deposits

do not exist. Site 3NW636 has a low feature potential and the artifact assemblage

is dominated by production debitage with few formal tool types. It is unlikely

that additional information beyond that summarized here can ever be recovered

from the site. Therefore, 3NW636 is not considered eligible for nomination to the

National Register of Historic Places.

Recommendations

Archeological clearance is recommended for the Compton trailhead and

adjoining .45 mile long equestrian/pedestrian trail. These projects will not

adversely affect cultural resources. Two archeological sites identified along the

proposed Compton to Hemmed-in-Hollow connecting trail, however, will be

affected by construction.
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Although 3NW635 will not be directly impacted by proposed trail construction,

the projected corridor passes approximately 150 feet west of the site. The roof

of the Flowers' Cabin is visible from the trail and could result in increased

visitation to the site. To fully evaluate potential secondary impacts to 3NW635

and to develop an appropriate plan of mitigation, further investigation to

determine the National Register eligibility of the site is required. Additional

work should include coring to establish the age of the Flower's Cabin and

limited archeological testing of the cabin grounds. If 3NW635 is found to be

eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, additional

mitigative measures may be required. To discourage current use of 3NW635 as

a campsite, a National Park Service "Archeological/Historic Resources

Protection Sign" should be placed at the site.

The proposed Compton to Hemmed-in-Hollow trail bisects 3NW636.

National Park Service policy favors avoidance of cultural resources during

construction projects (NPS-28). Even though the site is not considered

significant, it is recommended that the Compton to Hemmed-in-Hollow trail be

relocated to bypass 3NW636. The area immediately west of the site was

investigated and, based on the absence of prehistoric artifacts, is a viable

alternative trail route (Figure 5). The complete surface collection of 3NW636

made during this investigation should constitute adequate mitigation of

potential secondary impacts resulting from proximity of the proposed trail.
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BUFFALO RIVER TRAIL FROM STEEL CREEK TO KYLES LANDING

Introduction

The Buffalo River trail, as recommended in the Buffalo National River

Trail P1 an (1987:1-10), is a 110-mile long hiking trail that will parallel the river

for the length of the park. This investigation focused on a 7-mile long section of

the proposed Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek Ranger Station to Kyles

Landing.

3 v ?

^ >

Figure 9. Location of the proposed Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek to Kyles Landing.

Results

Prior to initiating fieldwork, National Park Service site locational maps

were examined to determine if previously recorded archeological sites would be

impacted by proposed trail construction. Known archeological sites were not
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identified within or in close proximity to the proposed trail corridor.

Archeological survey of the Steel Creek to Kyles Landing section of the

Buffalo River trail was conducted over a 5 day period on July 14, October 13

and 27, 1987, and from February 24-25, 1988. This trail section begins at the

bluff base near Steel Creek primitive campground, proceeds upslope and follows

the Buffalo River bluffline for most of its seven mile course. The trail remains

predominantly on steep upland slopes between elevations 890-1780 feet ASL, but

occasionally follows upland benches and ridgespurs, traverses secondary valleys,

and fords Steel, Beech, Indian, and Bear Creeks. Most of the trail alignment

occurs in dense upland forest, with the exception of a .25 mile segment that

crosses a meadow in the Buffalo River bottom at Kyles Landing. Investigation

of this seven mile long trail section resulted in the identification and

documentation of seven previously unrecorded prehistoric sites. These are

described below.

3NW664

Site 3NW664 is composed of three different, but interrelated areas: A

bluff shelter, a sheet midden on the slope below the shelter, and a relatively

large bench adjacent to the shelter and a slope midden. All three areas occur

between elevations 1200-1250 feet ASL and occupy a 7,797 square meter area. An

outcrop of limestone, also containing the shelter, defines the east boundary of

the site. A stream and waterfall, dry at the time of this visit (August),

demarcates the southern boundary of the site. Steel Creek, the nearest potable

water, runs 200 feet below 3NW664. The site has a southwest exposure and

overlooks Steel Creek Valley.

Visibility in the shelter was excellent, but elsewhere shovel testing was

required to determine site boundaries. A NPS constructed trail around the

periphery of the bench provided high visibility in this area. Flakes were

observed all along this exposure, suggesting that 3NW664 occupies the entire

bench. Lithic debris was found on the shelter floor and on the slope below the

shelter. The small size of the flakes from this sheet midden, however, suggests
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Stone Outcrop

Figure 10. Location of the trail and boundary of 3NW664.
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redeposition by natural agencies. Deposits on the slope are surficial and on the

bench, lithic debris is found between 0-5 cm below surface. The shelter may

potentially contain deep cultural deposits, but to avoid impacting significant

remains, it was not tested at this time.

Forty two artifacts recovered from 3NW664 allow for an accurate

assessment of the site. These include tested cobbles, cores, decortication flakes,

interior flakes, and primary thinning flakes. The predominant lithic material

used at 3NW664 is red Jasper chert (62%), with Boone (21%), and grey/green

variegated cherts (10%) occurring in lesser amounts. A fourth chert variety,

found only in the shelter, is a waxy textured, fine grained, tan and bluish-grey

chert. For comparative purposes, this material is referred to herein as Steel

Creek chert. Two specimens of Steel Creek chert exhibit unweathered cortex,

suggesting that the chert is locally derived.

The assemblage from 3NW664 reflects an incomplete lithic reduction

sequence. Four tested cobbles, one core, three thermal shatter fragments, one

potlid spall, 17 decortication flakes, nine interior flakes, and seven primary

thinning flakes were recovered. The thinning flakes did not exhibit well

prepared platforms and bifacial tools were not recovered. Typical habitation

refuse was not evident. Apparently, 3NW664 is a functionally specific workshop

site where locally abundant chert was acquired and worked. The remains at

3NW664 reflect only the first stages of lithic reduction. Cortex was removed

from selected material preceding the manufacture of blanks. Blanks were

produced at 3NW664 and then transported elsewhere for further modification.

3NW667

Site 3NW667 or "the Slaty Place" is a prehistoric site in a saddleback

depression on Kilgore Mountain. The site covers 978 square meters and is

conterminous with a three foot high elevated rise at 1750 feet ASL. Site 3NW667

overlooks Jakie's Big Hollow to the west. The nearest potable water is an

unnamed intermittent stream with headwaters some 366 meters distant.

The site and the entire saddleback depression are denuded and,
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Figure 11. Location of the trail and the boundaries of Site 3NW667.

apparently, have been actively eroding for some time. The east edge of the site

has been impacted by a dirt road. Vegetation is sparse and consists of scattered

post oak trees. Moss, the only ground cover, is restricted to sheltered areas under

the trees. Shale is abundant on the ground surface and, for this reason, the

saddleback depression is known locally as "the Slaty Place." Site 3NW667 is

almost completely deflated. One shovel test, excavated at the center of the site,

reveals a .3 cm thick dark brown (10YR3/3) Al horizon over a dark yellowish

brown (10YR4/6) silty clay Bl horizon. Artifacts were found only on surface

exposures, but could be expected to occur in the 3 cm thick Al horizon that exists

on portions of the site.
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A complete surface collection at 3NW667 produced 169 artifacts. These

include eight cores, three blanks, 24 shatter fragments, one potlid spall, 117 chert

flakes, five gravers, one spokeshave, one combination spokeshave/graver, five

flakes with use retouch, one flake with a lightly polished surface, one ridgeback

scraper, one projectile point midsection, and a broken mano. Artifacts recovered

from 3NW667 allow for a detailed interpretation of the site.

Cultural affiliation of 3NW667 is indicated by the recovered projectile

point (Figure 8B) . This midsection is untypeable, but is definitely from a

medium size dart point exhibiting well placed percussion flaking. An Archaic

period artifact is suggested.

The 169 stone artifacts from the site reflect a complete lithic reduction

sequence. Locally available cherts were collected and transported to the site.

Judging from the decortication flakes in the assemblage, at least some material

was brought to the site without initial reduction. Boone chert comprises 94.7%

of the sample; grey/green variegated cherts account for 4.1%; and Pitkin chert

only 1.2% of the sample.

Sixteen flakes displaying some cortex reveal that raw material was

predominantly obtained from residual talus cherts (69%) while the remainder

(31%) are from stream rolled gravels. Two flakes of Pitkin chert are from stream

deposits. Nodules were initially reduced by free hand-hard hammer percussion

flaking. After removal of cortex, cores were sometimes thermally altered. Two

types of cores are represented: polymorphic cores and bifacial cores or blanks.

Interior flakes removed from polymorphic cores became specialized flake tools

such as the gravers and scrapers or with further modification, were preformed.

The bifacial core served as a blank during the initial stage of bifacial reduction.

Based on two examples in the sample, blanks were thermally altered before

additional thinning. A hand held soft hammer was probably then used to

bi facially thin and shape the blank, resulting in the production of thinning

flakes. Final thinning and sharpening of bifacial tools occurred by pressure

retouch.

The complete lithic reduction sequence and the range of functional

artifact classes from 3NW667 may indicate a semipermanent habitation site. The
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graver spurs and spokeshaves suggest the importance of woodworking, as does

a single flake with a polished dorsal surface. This flake may have been removed

from a gouge, since these tools often display a characteristic light polish from

use (Chapman 1975:184). The broken mano indicates that nut/plant food

processing occurred at 3NW667 and could reveal a fall occupation. The projectile

point and two formal scrapers are indicative of hunting and carcass processing.

This latter function is partly supported on locational grounds.

Site 3NW667 is situated in a prominent saddleback depression on Kilgore

Mountain. Elsewhere, saddleback sites are common and have been linked to

hunting. Such natural depressions are conducive to game movement from one

drainage to another and are also amenable to running/driving animals (e.g.,

Frison 1978:264). The availability of game in an area such as this could account

for sustained habitation at 3NW667.

3NW668 (Beech Creek Shelter)

Site 3NW668, or the Beech Creek Shelter, is a small shelter 25 feet above

Beech Creek at 1000 feet ASL. The shelter is created by a single isolated rock

outcrop that projects from the slope above Beech Creek at a 45 degree angle,

sufficient to create a dry overhang 3x4.8 meters or occupying a 12-square meter

area. The shelter has a southwest exposure and overlooks Beech Creek, eight

meters distant. Beech Creek Valley harbors a relict beech-sugar maple-cove

forest with sycamore, oak, and juniper components.

The Beech Creek Site does not appear to have been vandalized. For fear

of impacting significant deposits, a test was not conducted within the shelter.

The slope below the shelter was trowel scraped to determine if a midden was

present there. Cultural remains were not identified. Undisturbed soil in the

shelter is a dry, powdery sand that contains artifacts. A complete surface

collection of the shelter floor produced charcoal, acorn hulls, a hackberry seed,

a burned bird bone, a mussel valve, a periwinkle shell, and 16 lithic artifacts.

The artifacts recovered from 3NW668 allow for some measure of interpretation.

The acorn hulls and hackberry seed cannot definitely be assigned to the
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Figure 12. location of site 3NW668. Archeological remains occur only in the shelter.

prehistoric occupation of the shelter, but the burned bird bone, mussel valve,

and periwinkle shell probably reflect exploitation of the Beech Creek

microenvironment during warmer months. Among the 16 lithic artifacts

recovered, eight interior flakes and four biface thinning flakes suggest that at

least the final phases of biface reduction occurred at 3NW668. Cultural

diagnostics were not recovered.

Site 3NW668 is probably a temporary campsite occupied during the

summer/fall months for exploitation of Beech Creek microenvironment.

3NW669

Site 3NW669 is represented by a single, spatially isolated secondary

decortication flake of Boone chert. The artifact was found on a relatively steep

northwest facing slope above the Buffalo River Valley at 1420 feet ASL.
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Residual cherts are common in this area. The secondary decortication flake

found here probably represents the testing or initial reduction of local cherts.

3NW670

Site 3NW670 is represented by two spatially isolated artifacts; a core

fragment and a secondary decortication flake. Both are manufactured from

locally abundant Boone chert. The core fragment exhibits a good negative flake

scar from the removal of a test flake. The core inadvertently fragmented when

another blow terminated along an old fracture plane. The artifacts were found

on a steep slope at 1280 feet ASL overlooking the Buffalo River Valley. Residual

cherts are locally abundant here. Site 3NW670 probably reflects raw material

acquisition and preliminary reduction of lithic material.

3NW672

Site 3NW672 is an isolated biface located at 1400 feet ASL on a relatively

steep southwest facing slope of Beech Creek Valley. Since good residual chert

deposits are visible on this slope for several meters in any direction, the artifact

could reflect workshop activity. Yet, other typical workshop debris is not

present, suggesting that this biface had a specific function. Formally, the

artifact is an ovate biface (26.0G) manufactured from Boone chert. One lateral

edge is intentionally dulled by steep percussion flaking while the opposing

lateral edge is well formed by secondary percussion flaking. This edge is dulled

and may reflect heavy use. A backed cutting tool is indicated, probably for

hunting/carcass processing or some other extractive industry. A precise function,

however, cannot be ascribed to the artifact without microscopic analysis of use

wear patterns.

3NW152 (Area 4)

Site 3NW152 is represented by a single spatially isolated biface fragment
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(59.5G) manufactured from Boone chert. The artifact is a bi facially worked

blank, probably snapped during reduction. The artifact was discovered within

the trail corridor crossing, an alluvial fan or terrace remnant at 950 feet ASL

and overlooking the first terrace of Buffalo River. The isolated artifact is only

61 meters due south of the previously recorded site--3NW152--and may represent

exploitation of a local gravel deposit for lithic material by site inhabitants. Age

and cultural affiliation of 3NW152 is unknown.

Site Significance

Survey and testing for the Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek to Kyles

Landing resulted in the identification and documentation of seven previously

unrecorded prehistoric archeological sites. Two of these are considered

significant and potentially eligible for nomination to the National Register of

Historic Places. A third site is greatly disturbed by erosion and is not considered

eligible for nomination. Four sites are represented by isolated artifacts and

while these are significant for understanding prehistoric resource acquisition,

these individual objects are not considered eligible for nomination to the

National Register.

Site 3NW664 is a functionally specific site for the exploitation of local

lithic resources. This workshop has three interrelated areas: a shelter, a midden

below the shelter, and an adjacent bench area. The shelter is undisturbed and

may contain a long record of lithic procurement and use. The shelter may

contribute to the understanding of local prehistory and is, therefore, considered

significant. The adjacent slope midden and bench have relatively abundant

workshop debris, but with little vertical depth. As a complex of interrelated site

areas, however, all are considered significant. Site 3NW636 is therefore

potentially eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.

Site 3NW668 is a small shelter in Beech Creek Valley, probably

temporarily occupied for the exploitation of the Beech Creek microenvironment.

The shelter is intact and exhibits preserved floral and faunal remains. Site

3NW668 may contribute to the knowledge of local prehistoric adaptations and
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is considered significant. The site is potentially eligible for nomination to the

National Register of Historic Places.

Site 3NW667, or the Slaty Place, is an upland lithic scatter situated in a

saddleback depression on Kilgore Mountain. To the writer's knowledge,

saddleback sites have not been recognized as a distinctive site locational group

in the Ozarks. Locationally speaking, 3NW667 may be unique and could hold

potential for understanding prehistoric settlement structure in the Buffalo River

area. Erosion and road construction, however, have greatly compromised the

cultural integrity of the site. Site 3NW667 is completely deflated, there are no

buried deposits, extensive surface exposures suggest a low potential for

subsurface features, there is no evidence of floral and faunal remains, few

diagnostic artifacts are present, and it is doubtful whether additional

information, beyond that presented here, will ever be gleaned from the site. Site

3NW667 is therefore not considered eligible for nomination to the National

Register of Historic Places.

Sites 3NW669, 3NW670, 3NW672, and 3NW152 are represented by spatially

isolated artifacts. Isolated finds are important and in Arkansas are recorded as

sites (Davis 1982:B-9). These objects reflect individual episodes of resource

exploitation and can yield information regarding past environment and

prehistoric economy. Yet, these isolated finds are not considerd eligible for

nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.

Recommendations.

Archeological investigation of the proposed Buffalo River trail between

Steel Creek and Kyles Landing identified seven prehistoric sites. These will be

impacted by trail construction to varying degrees. Therefore, the following

recommendations are offered to mitigate impact to significant resources.

Proposed trail construction between Steel Creek and Kyles' Landing will

impact one significant site. Four sites (3NW669, 3NW670, 3NW672, and the

isolated find from 3NW152) are spatially isolated artifacts that will not be

adversely affected by proposed construction. When collected and documented,
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individual objects such as these are no longer endangered. Therefore, further

mitigative actions at these four sites are not required.

The Beech Creek shelter (3NW668) is 152 meters east of the proposed trail

and is not visible at any point along the trail corridor. Therefore, impacts to

3NW668, primarily or secondary, will not result from trail construction.

Mitigative actions are not required. Because 3NW668 is considered potentially

eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, an

archeological test should be excavated within the shelter to determine its

eligibility.

The proposed trail will cross 3NW667 or the Slaty Place, but will utilize

a preexisting service road. Additional primary impacts to the site, therefore, will

not occur. The complete surface collection from the site surface should

constitute adequate mitigation of potential secondary impacts from increased

visitation. Since the site is not considered significant, archeological clearance for

trail construction across 3NW667 is recommended as long as the trail remains on

the preexisting access road.

Site 3NW664 is significant and avoidance is the preferred mitigative

action. Trail construction, however, has proceeded approximately .40 km beyond

the corridor cleared by the archeological survey of July 14, 1987, to impact

3NW664. The trail crosses the slope midden, follows the edge of the bench, and

uses a gap in an outcrop of the Boone formation to ascend the mountain. The

trail follows the periphery of the site, an area with shallow deposits. Thus,

primary impact to 3NW664 from trail construction is minimal. As a short term

mitigative action, all artifacts exposed in the trail were collected during the

survey of October 13, 1987. However, to fully evaluate the potential adverse

effects of trail construction at 3NW664 and to develop an appropriate plan of

mitigation, an archeological test unit should be excavated in the shelter so that

a National Register assessment of the site may be made. If 3NW664 is found to

be eligible for nomination to the National Register, then further mitigative

action (e.g., additional excavation or relocation of the trail) may be required.

Provided that these recommendations are followed, archeological clearance for

construction of the Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek to Kyles Landing is

recommended.
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RUSH GHOST TOWN TRAILHEAD AND LOOP TRAIL

Introduction

The Rush Development Area encompasses that portion of the Buffalo

River Valley between the mouths of Rush and Clabber Creeks. Historically, the

bluffs or mountains bordering these waterways contained locally abundant

deposits of zinc that, from the mid-1880's to the late 1950's, were the subject of

sporadic but intensive mining activity (Rogers 1986b). Today, Rush area is a

ghost town, and the old mining district contains numerous abandoned mine

shafts, roadbeds, retaining walls, remains of seven concentrating mills, a stone

smelter, and 36 other structures that are visible. The Rush Ghost Town trailhead

and loop hiking trail are recommended in the Buffalo National River Trail Plan

(NPS 1987:10) and the Rush Area Development Plan (NPS 1986b:12-15) to help

interpret Rush mining history.

Park planning documents propose construction of a 3.2 mile long hiking

trail that will be served by two trailheads. The first trailhead, to accommodate

10 cars and trailers, will be constructed near the Rush boat launch at the site of

the White Eagle Mill. This trailhead was the subject of an earlier archeological

investigation and will not be dealt with here. The second trailhead, to

accommodate five cars, will be located at Rush Ghost Town.

Rush Ghost Town is a National Register property and recorded archeological

site (3MR142). Therefore, as a mitigative measure, park planners propose to use

a slag heap or tailing pile for the trailhead. Apparently, the tailing pile has been

heavily impacted by past borrowing activity and now presents a relatively level

surface well suited to the projected development (NPS 1986:12).

Previous Investigation

Previous investigations in the proposed Rush Development Area were

undertaken by Spears Professional Environmental and Archeological
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Figure 13. Location of the Rush ghost town trailheas and interpretive loop trail. The preferred trail

alternative is A-A'.

Research Service (SPEARS) under contract with the National Park Service

(Spears et al. 1986). The purpose of this fieldwork was to determine the

significance of three previously recorded archeological sites relative to criteria

of the National Register of Historic Places and to investigate the proposed White

Eagle Mill trailhead.

Fieldwork was accomplished from April 2-24, 1986. Spears personnel

conducted subsurface testing at the Clabber Creek Site (3MR52), the Dirst

Recreational Area Site (3MR80), the George Williams Site (3MR157), and at the

proposed White Eagle Mill trailhead. Archeological testing by SPEARS revealed

buried cultural deposits ranging from 1-2.6 m deep at all three sites and

discovered Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian period components. All three

sites were determined to be eligible for nomination to the National Register of

Historic Places. Investigation at the proposed trailhead site identified a buried

historic ground level 40 cm below surface. Regarding proposed trailhead

construction, Spears et al. (1986:126) state that
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the historic component (of Rush Development

Area) has already been determined to be

potentially eligible for nomination to the National

Register; and the impact of the proposed project

must be assessed and any mitigative action agreed

upon by the advisory council and the State Historic

Preservation Officer and/or State Archeologist.

Mitigative actions, however, were not recommended (Spears, et al, 1986).

Archeological investigations by SPEARS did not include the proposed Rush

Ghost Town trailhead or the Rush Loop hiking trail.

Results

Prior to initiating fieldwork, National Park Service site locational maps

were examined to determine if previously recorded archeological sites would be

impacted by proposed trail and trailhead construction. The proposed Rush Ghost

Town trailhead occurs on the edge of Rush Ghost Town, a National Register

property and previously recorded archeological site (3MR142). The proposed

rush loop hiking trail occurs in the vicinity of one previously recorded bluff

shelter (3MR53). Potential inpacts to these sites were assessed during the field

investigation.

On November 17-18, 1987, and on February 2, 1988, archeological

investigation was conducted at the proposed Rush Ghost Town trailhead and

Rush loop hiking trail. A controlled shovel test was excavated at the proposed

trailhead. Surface survey and shovel testing were conducted along the proposed

3.2-mile long loop hiking trail, and along 1.3 miles of potential alternative trail

sections. In total, 4.5 miles of trail were surveyed in Rush Development Area.

These investigations resulted in the discovery and documentation of five

previously unrecorded archeological sites.

The proposed Rush Ghost Town trailhead location, a 100x100 foot area,

occurs at the base of Rush Mountain at 510 feet ASL. Exposure is southwesterly
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and the proposed construction site is only 244 meters from Rush Creek. The

ground surface slopes gradually to the southwest and is covered by mine tailings

or chat, remnants of a larger tailing pile that has been the subject of extensive

borrowing. The area is denuded and visibility is excellent. Beyond the chat,

however, an intensive surface survey failed to produce evidence of cultural

activity. A single controlled shovel test, 50x50 cm square and 67 cm deep, was

excavated at the lowest point on the proposed construction site to sample

subsurface deposits. Testing indicates that minimally, chat is only 40 cm deep.

At 40 cm below surface, an intact, buried historic ground level is present. This

horizon is a dark brown (10YR3/3) silt. All fill was carefully troweled-through,

but cultural remains were not observed in this former ground level.

The Rush loop hiking trail originates at the White Eagle Mill and Rush

Ghost Town trailheads. As originally proposed, the trail loops around the summit

of Rush Mountain, providing access to key interpretive features of the historic

mining district. The trail cross-sections numerous microenvironments, follows

ridgespurs, narrow benches, and hill slopes between elevations of 500 to 1020

feet ASL. The entire proposed trail corridor occurs in dense upland forest.

As indicated by National Park Service site locational maps, a previously

recorded prehistoric bluff shelter (3MR53) is situated in the vicinity of the

proposed trail corridor. Field investigation, however, reveals that the trail

follows the south slope of Rush Mountain 160 feet above 3MR53. The bluff

shelter is not visible from any point along the proposed trail route and impacts,

primary or secondary, should not result from trail construction. Because of the

inaccessible location of 3MR53, the site was not visited during this investigation.

Survey and shovel testing along the proposed Rush loop hiking trail led

to the identification and documentation of five previously unrecorded

prehistoric sites. These range from isolated artifacts to lithic workshops and are

described below.

3MR159

3MR159 is composed of two areas. The first is the location of a broken

blank/preform found in a shovel test on a narrow bench that the proposed trail
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Figure 14. Location of the proposed Rush loop trail and 3MR159.

follows. The bench is located on the north side of Rush Mountain at 830 feet

ASL. Additional testing here failed to produce further evidence of cultural

activity. The second area is a tiny 1 x 2.1 meter shelter under a single isolated

rock outcrop about 20 meters dustant at 875 feet ASL. Three flakes were

observed and collected from the shelter floor. Trowel scraping on the shelter

floor did not reveal additional flakes. Apparently, subsurface deposits do not

exist. The nearest source of potable water is Clabber Creek, 335 meters distant.

Both areas of 3MR159 are functionally related. The tiny shelter contains

one primary decortication flake, one secondary decortication flake, and one

interior flake. All are from the same nodule of relatively dark grey, variegated

chert, and reflect an initial phase of reduction. Interior flakes may have been

transported downslope to the bench for the production of blanks. A single

snapped blank/preform of grey chert was collected there. Apparently, 3MRI59

is a special activity site for the procurement and initial reduction of locally
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available lithic resources. Blanks were manufactured here and probably

transported elsewhere for further reduction. The paucity of workshop debris at

3MR159, however, suggest a site of short duration. In fact, 3MR159 could

represent a single episode of use.

3MR160

3MR160 is a sparse lithic scatter situated atop Rush Mountain at 980 feet

ASL. Rush Creek, the nearest potable water, is 396 meters distant. The site area

is conterminous with a natural exposure of residual chert in a slight depression

on a ridgespur. The entire exposure and artifact concentration conforms to the

linear configuration of the landform and occupies a 466 square meter area. A

complete surface collection of 3MR160 produced seven artifacts. One large

polymorphic core and tested cobbles were observed but not collected.

Figure 15. Location of the proposed trail and 3MW160.
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3MR160 is a special activity site for the extraction and reduction of

locally available residual chert. The site is confined to a slight saddle depression

on a ridgespur that has a higher surface concentration of residual cherts than

at adjacent areas. Among the artifacts collected, four (57%) represent the

grey/green variegated cherts, two (29%) are manufactured from red Jasper chert,

and one artifact (14%) is a solid light grey Boone chert. One decortication flake,

three interior flakes, one thinning flake, and a blank are represented. The

thinning flake is a primary thinning flake without a prepared platform.

Secondary thinning flakes, preforms, and bifacial tools were not observed.

Apparently, bifacial blanks were manufactured here and then transported to

another location for further modification.

3MR161

3MR161 is a prehistoric site located on the southwest end of Rush

Mountain at 1000 feet ASL. The site is composed of lithic debris conterminous

with a natural exposure of residual cherts, 928 meters in extent. The site is

nearly barren of vegetation and soil. Visibility, therefore, is excellent. Tested

cobbles, core fragments, and flakes are present throughout the residual chert, but

are more abundant on the west edge of the concentration. The nearest potable

water is Rush Creek, 474 meters distant. Shovel testing confirms that the site is

confined to the natural chert exposure. All artifacts, except tested cobbles, were

collected from the site surface.

Fourteen artifacts recovered at 3MR161 indicate a lithic workshop site.

Two cores, one core fragment, six decortication flakes, two interior flakes, and

three thinning flakes were recovered here. The thinning flakes do not exhibit

well prepared platforms and bifacial tools were not recovered. Apparently,

3MR161 reflects only the earliest stages of lithic reduction. Suitable raw

material was acquired here. The cherts selected at 3MR161 are predominantly

of the grey/green variegated variety (86%); one flake is Boone chert (7%); and

another is red Jasper chert (7%). Cortex was removed and interior flakes were

generated by hard hammer reduction. Suitable interior flakes were further
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reduced as suggested by the presence of primary thinning flakes. Apparently,

bifacial blanks were produced at 3MR161 and transported elsewhere for further

modification.

3MR163

Site 3MR163 is represented by a single, spatially isolated prehistoric

artifact, a crude bi facially worked blank (67.4G) manufactured from red Jasper

chert. The artifact was found within the proposed trail corridor on a gradual

slope at 640 feet ASL. Site exposure is to the southwest. Rush Creek, the nearest

potable water, is 762 meters distant. In spite of intensive survey in the vicinity

of 3MR163, additional artifacts were not observed.
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The isolated artifact from 3MR163 probably indicates lithic workshop

activity. It is unlikely, however, that the object was found in its original

location. Considerable disturbance from zinc mining has visibly recontoured the

south slope of Rush Mountain. At the least, 3MR163 illustrates one important

point: Prior to mining, prehistoric cultural activity—probably stone tool

production-occurred on the south slope of Rush Mountain.

3MR162

Site 3MR162 consists of two spatially isolated prehistoric artifacts, both

secondary decortication flakes; one of Boone chert and the second of Jasper

chert. The artifacts were observed within the proposed trail corridor at 520 feet

ASL on the south slope of Rush Mountain. Rush Creek, the nearest potable

water, is 457 meters distant. Diligent searching in the vicinity of 3MR failed to

produce additional artifacts.

Apparently, the isolated artifacts from 3MR162 represent test flakes and

reflect exploitation of locally abundant residual cherts. Unfortunately, both

flakes have probably been redeposited--the south slope of Rush Mountain is

visibly recontoured from past mining activity. At least, like 3MR163, these

artifacts illustrate that the south slope of Rush Mountain was the locus of some

prehistoric workshop activity for the production of stone tools.

Site Significance

The tailing pile at the site of the proposed Rush Ghost Town trailhead

has been impacted by borrowing activity to such an extent that it does not

exhibit integrity. The site of the tailing pile, therefore, is well suited to the

projected development. Archeological investigation indicates, however, that at

1.3 feet below surface, an intact buried historic ground level is present. Even

though testing did not reveal cultural remains, the potential for both historic

and prehistoric resources in this former ground surface is high. These deposits

are undisturbed and may hold potential for future research. Therefore, this
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buried ground level is a contributing resource to Rush Ghost Town, a National

Register property and recorded archeological site (3MR142), and is considered

significant.

Survey and testing for the Rush loop trail resulted in the identification

and documentation of five previously unrecorded prehistoric sites: 3MR159,

3MR160, 3MR161, 3MR162, and 3MR163. Sites 3MR162 and 3MR163 are isolated

artifacts located on the south slope of Rush Mountain. Because of extensive

landscaping on this slope of Rush Mountain, 3MR162 and 3MR163 have probably

been redeposited and do not exhibit integrity of location. Both 3MR162 and

3MR163 are not considered significant. Sites 3MR159, 3MR160, and 3MR161 are

lithic workshop sites located in natural chert exposureson Rush Mountain. These

sites are not considered significant because: 1) the deposits are shallow and

disturbed; 2) since these sites are highly specialized workshops, there is little

potential for subsurface features; 3) cultural/temporal diagnostics are not

present at any of these sites; and 4) it is unlikely that additional information,

beyond that presented in this report, will ever be recovered. Sites 3MR159,

3MR160, and 3MR161 are not considered eligible for nomination to the National

Register of Historic Places.

Recommendations

Archeological clearance is recommended for the proposed Rush Ghost

Town trailhead as long as cutting does not impact the historic ground level 1.3

feet below surface. All construction must be kept above this undisturbed deposit.

To mitigate potential construction related impacts, all cutting during trailhead

construction should be monitored by an archeologist. Since Spears et al. (1986:47,

107, 116) identified a buried ground level of an equal depth at the proposed

White Eagle Mill trailhead, archeological monitoring should also be an

appropriate mitigative action for this development.

Even though the five archeological sites identified in the proposed Rush

loop trail corridor are not considered significant, National Park Service policy

clearly favors avoidance of cultural resources (NPS-28). By surveying an
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additional trail alternate, it was possible to avoid sites 3MR160 and 3MR161.

Sites 3MR162 and 3MR163 will be impacted by trail construction. The collection

of these isolated artifacts, however, is adequate mitigation of project impacts.

Given the constraints of landform and property boundaries, it is not feasible to

avoid 3MR159. The proposed trail crosses 3MR159 on the narrow bench that

produced an isolated preform. A tiny shelter under an isolated rock outcrop is

situated 20 meters upslope. While the outcrop is visible from the proposed trail,

the tiny shelter underneath is not readily apparent. Buried cultural deposits do

not exist in the shelter or on the bench. Site 3MR159 is the least spectacular of

the three workshops on Rush Mountain, and the complete collection of three

flakes from the shelter floor and the isolated preform on the downslope bench

should constitute adequate mitigation of project impacts.

Significant historic properties will not be adversely affected by proposed

trail construction.Archeological clearance is recommended for the Rush loop

hiking trail, with alternate trail section as depicted in Figure 13.

DISCUSSION

Survey of trails at Buffalo National River provides a unique opportunity

to study prehistoric settlement in upland areas that, in the past, have been

ignored in favor of floodplain sites and bluff shelters. This investigation

examined 12 miles of preferred and alternate trail along Buffalo National River,

most of it in upland settings. Fourteen archeological sites were identified and

documented. These include one late Nineteenth to early Twentieth Century

Anglo-American homestead (3NW635), two Middle to Late Archaic temporary

habitation sites in upland settings (3NW636 and 3NW667), one inhabited bluff

shelter of unknown cultural affiliation (3NW668), four functionally specific

lithic workshops that, likewise, cannot be assigned to a cultural period (3NW664,

3MR159, 3MR160, and 3MR161), and six isolated finds that reflect individual

episodes of resource acquisition (3NW669,

3NW670, 3NW672, 3NW162, 3NW163, and the isolated artifact from 3NW152).

Although the sample of upland sites is small, some preliminary observations
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regarding settlement and resource acquisition in the Buffalo River drainage may

be made.

Compared to floodplains and terraces of the Buffalo River, site density

in upland areas is relatively light. Discounting isolated finds, one prehistoric site

is found per every 1.7 miles of trail surveyed. Considering the difficulty of

locating sites in this heavily forested area, this estimate is probably conservative.

Even though upland sites are relatively few, specific site locational types,

related to resource acquisition, are indicated.

Inhabited bluff shelters are not unusual in the Buffalo River drainage,

but the small shelter in Beech Creek Valley (3NW668) may have had a specific

function. Artifacts suggest a temporary, warm weather occupation at 3NW668

for exploiting the Beech Creek microenvironment. A great deal of functional

variation should be evident in occupied shelters, depending on local

environmental conditions. Although the sample of known shelters in the Buffalo

River drainage is adequate, these differences have not been studied.

Two, open air, upland lithic scatters represent Middle to Late Archaic,

semipermanent habitation sites (3NW636 and 3NW667). Both reflect a variety of

activities in eluding bifacial tool production, woodworking, hunting, and animal

and plant food processing. A paucity of formal bifacial tools on these sites may

suggest a relatively brief occupation—at least shorter than the use-life of bifacial

tools. One mano from 3NW667 could indicate a fall occupation.

The artifact assemblages for both sites are comparable. Each occupies a

different landform suggesting that at least two specific upland site types are

present. Site 3NW636 is situated on the bluff edge at the head of a secondary

valley adjacent to a perennial stream. Site 3NW667 is located in a saddleback

depression on an interfluvial ridge. Both locations were probably conducive to

the movement of game animals--at 3NW636, from the Buffalo River floodplain

to the upland plateau; and at 3NW667 , from one expansive bottom of the

Buffalo River to another. Both topographic situations promoted sustained

habitation, probably through the local availability of game animals.
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Four upland lithic workshops were identified that represent the

opportunistic exploitation of naturally occurring residual chert exposures. Based

on the limited data gathered here, it appears that lithic workshops are not

randomly distributed. First, workshops were identified in good exposures of

residual cherts, predominantly on elevated slopes with a western exposure

(3NW664 and 3MR161). Apparently, such slopes have less soil development and

more chert exposed on the surface. Workshops also occur in depressions on

ridgespurs (3MR160) where differential erosion has resulted in a higher density

of surface cherts than surrounding areas. However, excellent exposures of

residual cherts were common elsewhere during this survey, but did not reflect

workshop activity. Only natural chert exposures in relative close proximity to

major floodplain population centers revealed characteristic production debitage.

Three workshops on Rush Mountain (3MR159, 3MR160, and 3MR161) overlook

three major floodplain sites (3MR52, 3MR80, and 3MR157). Another workshop

(3NW664) is in close proximity to two major floodplain sites (3NW303 and

3NW305). Admittedly, the sample used here is small, but based on the results of

this survey, the location of workshop sites seems to be influenced by the

presence of major floodplain habitation centers and the availability of natural

exposures of residual cherts.

All of the chert examined for this report was locally derived (Table 2),

and this conclusion is comparable to the findings of others (e.g., Trutsowitz 1980;

Spears, et al, 1986). One flake, representing only 2% of lithic material at

3NW636, is an opaque chalcedony and may be exotic to the Buffalo River area.

Local cherts encountered include Boone, Jasper, grey/green, and Pitkin cherts

as defined by Spears et al. (1986:32-33). Another chert variety found at 3NW664,

to the writer's knowledge, is unreported in the literature. This material is a fine

grained, waxy textured, mottled blue-grey to tan, semi-translucent chert that, for

comparative purposes, is called Steel Creek chert. Steel Creek chert is locally

available and was exploited at the workshop in 3NW664 where it comprises 7%

of the sample. This chert was used for tool production but does not appear to

have been a major source of raw material. During this survey, only one

drill/reamer, recovered from a Middle/Late Archaic habitation site (3NW534),
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was manufactured form Steel Creek chert.

TABLE 2

PERCENT RAW MATERIAL BY SITE

WORKSHOP SITES

3MR64 3MR159 3MR160 3MR161

Boone 21 __ 14 7

Jasper 62 -- 29 7

Grey/Green 10 100 57 86
Steel Creek 7 -- -- --

Cotter — -- -- --

Orthoquartzite — — -- —
Pitkin -- -- -- --

Other -- -- -" --

HABITATION SITES

3MR534 3M636 3MR667
Boone 90 92 95
Jasper -- -- --

Grey/Green 6 6 4

Steel Creek 1 -- --

Cotter -- -- —
Orthoquartzite 1 -- --

Pitkin 2 -- 1

Other 2

Each workshop reflects different proportions of raw materials that

probably represent natural availability (Table 2). This may not be securely

established, however, without also collecting an objective sample of unaltered

chert from each workshop. It is an interesting observation that all three open air,

temporary habitation sites described herein have similar lithic

compositions-each exhibits a predominance (90%+) of Boone chert. In this

respect, these sites are dissimilar to the workshops and may indicate

cultural preference in chert acquisition. Unfortunately, because of the lack of

cultural/temporal diagnostics from workshop sites, this aspect of raw material

selection can only be studied through intersite comparisons of datable habitation

sites or through the comparison of workshops to adjacent floodplain population

centers. Furthermore, a much larger sample of sites that includes both upland

and floodplain locations is necessary to determine the role of cultural selection

in the acquisition of lithic materials.
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Residual surface cherts provided much of the raw material at the sites

examined. Three upland habitation sites, (3NW534, 3NVV636, and 3NW667),

reflect relative proportions of residual surface cherts to river gravel cherts

ranging from 50/50 to 75/25 to 69/31, respectively. The nearly equal

representation of lithic sources at 3NW534 could be the result of cultural bias

since initial reduction was not performed at this site, resulting in a low density

of cortex bearing flakes. In terms of elevation and distance, however 3NW534

is much closer to the Buffalo River than the other two sites. This intermediate

location could also account for the equal representation of residual surface and

river gravel cherts. In any event, it is safe to state that based on this sample,

temporary upland habitation sites relied most heavily on residual surface cherts

as a source of raw material. It cannot be stated with equal reliability, however,

whether floodplain habitation sites will reflect the same predominance of

residual surface cherts. A larger sample of sites is necessary to examine this

aspect of resource acquisition relative to the entire settlement system.

Lithic technology at the sites described herein is relatively standard and

a typical reduction sequence, at least for Middle/Late Archaic sites, can be

modeled. The four lithic workshops identified (3NW664, 3MR159, 3MR160, and

3MR161) are all similar and exhibit only the first phases of lithic reduction,

including the removal of cortex and production of macroflakes and bifacial

blanks. Suitable flakes and blanks were then transported elsewhere for further

modification. One Middle/Late Archaic site (3NW534) complements this

sequence well, for primary reduction was not accomplished there. However,

quantities of debit age from the final phases of bifacial reduction-- thinning and

shaping—are evident. At the remaining two upland habitation sites (3NW636 and

3NW667), raw material was brought to the habitation area without prior

reduction and, therefore, it is not possible to measure the importance of off-site

workshops.

Sites 3NW636 and 3NVV667 were probably close to residual chert deposits.

In spite of these differences, all three sites (3NW534, 3NW636, and 3NW667),

were geared for the production of bifacial tools and other utilized flakes were

probably produced incidentally. A larger sample of sites, however, is necessary
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to study cultural/temporal variation in lithic technology.

SUMMARY

This report has described five archeological investigations conducted

from January 27, 1987, to February 25, 1988, at Buffalo National River. These

projects were survey and testing for the proposed Skip Emmett access road and

survey of selected sections of proposed trail, including, the Hathaway Hollow

trailhead; Compton trailhead and spur trails; Buffalo River trail from Steel

Creek to Kyles' Landing; and Rush Ghost Town trailhead and loop trail. Three

trailheads and over 12 miles of preferred and alternate trail were surveyed,

resulting in the identification and documentation of 14 archeological sites. These

include one late Nineteenth to early Twentieth Century Anglo-American

farmstead (3NW635); two Middle/Late Archaic habitation sites (3NW636 and

3NW667); one inhabited bluff shelter of unknown cultural affiliation (3NW668);

four functionally specific lithic workshops that, likewise, cannot be assigned to

a cultural period (3NW664, 3MR159, 3MR160, and 3MR161); and six isolated

finds that represent individual episodes of resource acquisition (3NW669,

3NW670, 3NW672, 3NW162, 3MR163, and an isolated artifact from 3MR152).

Additional information was collected from one previously recorded Mid die /Late

Archaic site (3NW536) during investigation of the proposed Skip Emmett access

road.

Archeological sites were identified in four of the five proposed project

areas. A summary of sites, assessments of significance, and recommended

mitigation is presented in Table 3. Two sites are considered potentially eligible

for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, 3NW668 and

3NW664, and another (3NW635) is undetermined. Six sites do not exhibit

integrity and are not considered eligible for nomination (3NW636, 3NW534,

3NW667, 3MR159, 3MR160, and 3MR161). The remaining six sites are

represented by isolated finds that do not merit nomination to the National

Register of Historic Places (3NW669, 3NW670,

3NW672, 3NW162, 3MR163, and the isolated find from 3MR152). For a detailed
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TABLE 3 - Site Summ aries, Signif icance Assessments a rid Recommended
Mitigative Acti ons.

NATIONAL
REGISTER POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL

PROJECT SITES ASSESSMENT IMPACT MITIGATION

SKIP EMMETT 3NW534 NOT ELIGIBLE PRIMARY NONE

ACCESS ROAD

HATHAWAY ___
HOLLOOW
TRAILHEAD

COMPTON 3NW635 UNDETERMINED SECONDARY TESTING
TRAILHEAD AND POST SIGNS
SPUR TRAILS 3NW636 NOT ELIGIBLE PRIMARY AVOIDANCE

BUFFALO RIVER 3NW664 POTENTIALLY PRIMARY TESTING
TRAIL FROM ELIGIBLE
STEEL CREEK TO 3NW667 ELIGIBLE NONE NONE
KYLES' LANDING 3NW668 NOT ELIGIBLE SECONDARY NONE

3NW669 NOT ELIGIBLE NONE NONE
3NW670 NOT ELIGIBLE NONE NONE
3NW672 NOT ELIGIBLE NONE NONE
3NW152 NOT ELIGIBLE NONE NONE

RUSH GHOST TOWN 3MR159 NOT ELIGIBLE PRIMARY NONE
TRAILHEAD AND 3MR160 NOT ELIGIBLE PRIMARY AVOIDANCE
LOOP TRAIL 3MR161 NOT ELIGIBLE PRIMARY AVOIDANCE

3MR162 NOT ELIGIBLE NONE NONE
3MR163 NOT ELIGIBLE NONE NONE

discussion of the determination of site significance, appropriate sections in the

text should be consulted. Recommendations for cultural resource management,

as they pertain to each project, are summarized below.

1. Archeological clearance is recommended for the Skip Emmett access road.

A previously recorded site (3NW534) is not considered eligible for nomination

to the National Register of Historic Places. Proposed construction will not

adversely affect significant resources.

2. Archeological clearance is recommended for the Hathaway Hollow trailhead.

Historical properties do not exist at this proposed construction site.

3. Archeological clearance is recommended for the Compton trailhead and spur

trails as investigated as long as these exceptions are met:
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--The Compton to Hemmed-in-Hollow connecting trail should use the alternate

corridor to bypass 3NW636.

--To fully evaluate the potential effects of trail construction near the Flowers'

Cabin (3NW635), archeological testing for a National Register assessment is

required.

-A National Park Service resources protection sign should be posted at

3NW635 to discourage on-going use of the cabin and grounds as a camping
facility.

4. The Buffalo River trail from Steel Creek to Kyles Landing is well placed with

respect to cultural properties, with one exception; construction proceeded ahead

of the archeologically cleared corridor and impacted a potentially significant

site (3NW664). Archeological clearance is recommended for the Buffalo River

trail from Steel Creek to Kyles Landing, if thefollowing conditions are met:

-Archeological testing must be conducted at 3NW664 to fully assess the

impact of trail construction and to determine the National Register

significance of the site. If 3NW664 is considered eligible for nomination,

then mitigation action (e.g., further excavation or trail

relocation) may be required. Recommended testing should proceed as soon as

feasible.

--The trail section crossing 3NW667 should remain on the preexisting service

road within the site boundaries.

5. Archeological clearance is recommended for the Rush Ghost Town trailhead

and loop trail, providing that:

--Construction of the Rush Ghost Town trailhead does not damage a buried

historic ground level 1.3 feet below surface at the proposed construction site. An
archeologist should monitor all cutting during trailhead construction.

--The Rush loop trail should follow the alternate route surveyed to bypass two

of the larger and more visible workshop sites (3MR160 and 3MR161).

In a heavily vegetated region such as Buffalo National River, it is

unlikely that all endangered cultural resources have been accounted for. If

unreported cultural resources are encountered during construction, it is

imperative that work be temporarily stopped so that a determination of
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significance may be made.

These trail surveys provide an excellent opportunity to study prehistoric

settlement in poorly understood upland areas. Although the sample of upland

sites documented here is small and the data limited, some preliminary

observations regarding settlement and resource acquisition in the Buffalo River

drainage may be made. These are summarized below.

This survey indicates the existence of at least four site locational types

related to resource acquisition:

--Bluff shelters on secondary streams for warm weather exploitation of riparian

environments.

--Middle to Late Archaic semi-permanent habitation sites located in the uplands

at the head of secondary valleys. Such valleys probably acted like funnels,

concentrating game animals moving from the Buffalo River floodplain to the

upland plateau.

--Middle to Late Archaic semi-permanent habitation sites located in saddleback

depressions on interfluvial ridgespurs. Such saddlebacks provided natural

corridors for the movement of game species from one floodplain to another.

--Upland lithic workshops located in natural exposures of residual chert on west

facing slopes and depressions on ridges. Such exposures seem to have been

exploited only when in close proximity to a major floodplain habitation site.

Regarding the selection of lithic material, it can be stated that:

--Almost all chert observed during the survey was locally derived. A single flake

from 3NW636 may have been exotic.

--A variety of chert that, to the writer's knowledge, is unreported in the

literature occurs at 3NW664. Called Steel Creek chert for comparative purposes,
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this material is a fine grained, waxy textured, mottled blue-grey to tan,

semi-translucent chert.

--Each of the four workshops identified here exhibit different proportions of

raw material that probably reflect natural chert availability.

--Three open air Archaic habitation sites described here reflect uniform raw

material proportions all different than the workshops. Cultural selection of

lithic resources may be indicated.

—At least for upland Archaic sites, residual surface cherts provided most of the

utilized raw material. This observation may not pertain to floodplain habitation

sites.

Concerning prehistoric technology in the Buffalo River area, the data

summarized here reflect a standard lithic reduction sequence, at least for

Middle/Late Archaic sites.

--The workshops all reflect only the early phases of reduction, including the

removal of cortex and production of bifacial blanks. Blanks were then

transported elsewhere for further modification.

--One archaic habitation site described here complements this sequence, since

only final phases of bifacial reduction — thinning and shaping—are reflected by

the debitage. Two other Archaic habitation sites, however, reveal a complete

lithic reduction sequence, indicating that at least some chert was transported to

the site without prior reduction.

Although quantities of floodplain habitation sites and bluff shelters are

documented at Buffalo National River, the sample of known upland sites is

pitifully small. Therefore, the importance of increasing the sample of upland

sites for understanding prehistoric settlement /subsistence systems in the Buffalo

River drainage cannot be underestimated. Future trail surveys at Buffalo
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National River will increase the site sample. If the estimate of one site per every

1.7 miles of trail surveyed is accurate, survey of 238 miles of proposed trail at

Buffalo National River will result in the discovery of 140 upland sites. A site

sample of this size should provide an adequate representation of prehistoric

settlement in the area and can be used for predictive modeling, and as a

planning tool for the management of

archeological resources. To fully capitalize on the research potential of these

data as they become available, the following information should be collected and

recorded by archeologists in addition to information normally required on the

Arkansas State site form:

-Collect all surface artifacts and conduct enough testing to provide an adequate

sample of artifacts for comparative purposes. Testing, however, should not be so

extensive as to compromise the integrity of site deposits.

--At the report level, identify categories of production debitage, the raw

material used, and the source of raw material.

As additional trail surveys are completed, the National Park Service

should require syntheses that will incorporate and evaluate data collected from

former projects.
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APPENDIX

DEFINITION OF DEBITAGE CLASSES

Primary Decortication - Primary decortication flakes represent the
first flake removals on a nodule or core with the main purpose
being the removal of unsuitable outer cortex and the creation of a
striking platform. Primary decortication flakes are
characteristically thick with a pronounced bulb of pep:ussion
resulting from direct hard hammer percussion flaking. The striking
platform may or may not be covered with cortex while the dorsal
surface is completely covered.

Secondary Decortication - Secondary decortication flakes result
from continued prepa*ation and shaping of the core. Flakes are
thick with pronounced bulbs of percussion. Platforms are usually
free of cortex and
the dorsal surface exhibits at least one scar from a previous flake
removal. Thus, the dorsal surface is only partially covered with
cortex.

Interior Flakes - Interior flakes are created by further ha*d
hamme* reduction of the core and are intended to serve as
specialized flake tools or, with further alteration, as bifacial
implements. These flakes are relatively large with pronounced bulbs
of percussion, unprepared striking platforms, and normally lack
cortex.

ThinninE Flakes - Thinning flakes are usually produced by soft
hanm*r percussion flaking during the final shaping and thinning
phase of biface reduction. These flakes exhibit previous flake scar
removals on the dorsal surface, a prepared platform with
intentional grinding, lipping on the platform edge, and a diffuse
bulb of percussion.

Tertiary Flakes - This category includes small, thin flakes with
well prepared platforn* . Tertiary flakes are *emoved by a hand held
pressure tool in the final phase of biface reduction and may result
from either intentional thinning in some industries, sharpening of
lateral biface edees, or notching a preform. It is virtually
impossible, on the basis of macroscopic analysis, to distinguish
between unintentional, low intensity percussion
f lakes--inadvertently produced throughout the reduction
seguence--and pressure flakes with crushed platforms. Both
varieties will be included in the tertiary flake category.
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Shatter - This category includes thick, angular fragments of chert
without thin edges or bulbs of percussion. Shatter is the result of
hard hammer percussion blows that terminate along old fracture
planes in the raw material. Shatter may also be produced from
intense but uneven heat.
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Appendix 2
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APPENDIX 3

Art.Lfacts by Site

Artifact Type 3NW636 3NW664 3NW6 6 7 3NW6 68

# wt # wt # wt # wt

Tested Chert +
- 4 211.7

Polymorphic Core + 1 44.0
- 1 46.5 1 55.0 3 242.4

Discoidal Core -

Bifacial Core + 2 201.0

Core Fragment +
- 2 49.0

Blank + 2 28.3
- 1 29.4

Preform +
-

Shatter + 3 22.0 13 108.2 2 20.0
- 11 123.5 1 0.7

Pot-Lid Spall + 1 0.2 1 3.0 1 0.3
Primary Decortication +

- 3 34.0 7 58.0 2 60.9
Secondary Decortication + 1 7.3

- 2 2.8 10 104.4 1 3.7
Interior + 7 71.4 21 70. 1 4 4.4

- 18 55.7 9 65.5 53 260.9 4 7.6
Thinning + 7 15.8 4 9.5 21 32.4 2 1.0

- 7 10.5 3 2.7 17 23.6 2 4.0
Tertiary + 1 0.2

-

Biface fragment + 1 1.4
-

Projectile Point + 1 1.3
-

Awl -

Side Scraper - 1 7.0
End Scraper - 1 5.3
Flaice Scraper - 1 4.0
Gravers + 2 10.0 1 7.0

- 4 31.0
Gouge/Adze 1 41.0
Burinated Flake 1 11.4
Graver /Spoke shave - 1 6.3
Mano 1 592.3
Keeled Scraper - 1 28.0
Polished Flake - 1 0.9
Spokeshave - 1 2.7
Overshot Flake - 1 2.8
Mussel Valve 1 -

Bird Bone 1 -

Periwinkle Shell 1 -

Utilized Flakes + 3 12.9
- 2 5.7

TOTALS 54 315.6 42 529.0 16

_J

) 1980.0 19 38.0



APPENDIX 3 (Continued
Artifacts by Site

Artifact Type 3MR159 3MR160 3MR161

# wt # wt # wt

Tested Chert +
-

Polymorphic Core + 1 51.9

Discoidal Core - 1 69.0
Bifacial Core +

Core Fragment +
- 1 22.7

Blank + 1 143.7

Preform + 1 31.4

Shatter +

Pot-Lid Spall +

Primary Decortication +
- 1 60.0 2 14.5

Secondary Decortication + 2 19.0
- 1 91.0 1 6.2 2 10.7

Interior + 2 34.5 1 11.5
- 1 41.5 1 3.3 1 13.9

Thinning +
- 1 4.1 3 9.2

Tertiary +

Biface fragment +

Projectile Point +

Awl -

Side Scraper -

End Scraper -

Flaice Scraper -

Gravers +

Gouge/Adze
Burinated Flake
Graver /Spoke shave -

Mano
Keeled Scraper -

Polished Flake -

Spokeshave -

Overshot Flake -

Mussel Valve
Bird Bone
Periwinkle Shell
Utilized Flakes +

TOTALS 4 223.9 7 215.2 14 222.4



Appendix 4

Tract 25-105; The Flowers' Cabin Site (3NW635)

Buffalo National River, Arkansas

Russell Smith

INTRODUCTION

"Wild Vic's" is the name assigned by the park trail sign committee to a log

structure located on the Hemmed-in-Hollow trail south of the Compton

Trailhead. A letter received at the Park on June 5, 1989, from Mr. Glenn Scott

"rocky" Brougham questioned the use of the name "Wild Vic's." The Structure is

also within the designated Ponca wilderness unit. The following report is a

compilation of the information obtained while researching the appropriateness

of the name "Wild Vic's."

According to the letter received from Mr. Brougham:

I found the cabin in 1975 got permission to rebuild it and did so.

I tore down the board house and salvaged all the wood I could. I

then took all bad wood, chinking, flooring, the complete roof, and

windows off the old cabin. I burned the trash wood and rebuilt

the cabin from ground up. At completion I added an oak tree as

the stairing to the loft. It was complete with kitchen, gravity

waterfeed, food cache, wood stove, more flowers and was quite

livable up to the National Rivers acquisition of the property,

[letter, Rocky Brougham to John D. Linahan, received 6/5/89]

Title to tract 25-105 passed to the United States on February 25, 1976,

from the heirs of Lloyd V. Flowers. The appraisal of July, 1974, addressed the

structure, describing it as an "old worthless cabin," and as "an old frame log
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cabin with a good shingle roof. The cabin has partly fallen in. It is, of course

uninhabitable and does not contribute to the overall value of the property."

[Appraisal of Tract 25-105, July 22, 1974]. The tract was never researched for

the "preliminary Survey of Historic Structures" [1972-1985].

The following is a report of oral history contacts made during this

investigation:

ORAL HISTORY

Joe Armer

Joe Armer, of Compton, Arkansas, was referenced in Mr. Brougham's

letter and was contacted first. Mr. Armer accompanied Russell Smith (NPS) to

the structure site. Mr. Armer stated that "Mom Flowers" (mother of Lloyd

Flowers) was a caretaker for Colonel William O'Neill (father of Rose O'Neill of

kewpie doll fame), who lived at the base of the bluff directly below this

structure. After Colonel O'Neill's death or departure from the area, Mrs. Flowers

may have inherited part of Colonel O'Neill's property—the portion that is now

tract 25-105. Joe Armer believed that the log house was built between Colonel

O'Neill's death and the early 1930s and prior to Mr. Armer's birth date of 1937.

Armer also stated that Mrs. Flowers, Lloyd Flowers, Lloyd's sister Pauline

Flowers Sharp Elliot, and Pauline's son Victor Sharp, and for a short time

Lloyd's brother Vic Flowers, all had lived on the property. During this period

a frame house was constructed because the Flowers family needed more room.

The frame house was located approximately eight feet east of the log house.

During the time the family lived on the property, rock walls, flower gardens,

and an orchard were added. Shortly after the frame house was constructed, the

Flowers family moved to California.

After the death of Mrs. Flowers, Lloyd Flowers inherited the acreage.

Mr. Armer stated that in 1955, he and Lloyd Flowers started living in the cabin.

The two men acted as guides for hikers to Hemmed-in-Hollow. The road which

presently runs from Mr. Armer's house to the cabin was built by Joe Armer and

Lloyd Flowers, and according to Joe Armer had once been good enough to drive

a car to the cabin. Joe Armer said that 1957 was the last year that the cabin was

used as a residence. From 1957 to 1975, the cabin was used only by hikers. No

heirs of Lloyd Flowers ever used the cabin. Joe Armer said that in 1975 Rocky
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Brougham located the log cabin and began patching it up. He said that Rocky

Brougham burned the old rotted frame house, tore off the wooded roof and

replaced it with sheet iron, and brought down some windows and doors [which

are now missing]. Mr. Armer said that Mr. Brougham used the cabin as a vacation

retreat, but never as a residence.

Mrs. Sims

Mrs. Sims of Compton, Arkansas (can be located at Sims Shortstop) stated

that she remembered that the original Flowers log cabin was built no earlier

than 1937.

Hester Burge

Hester Burge of Compton, Arkansas, present owner of Burge Store, stated

that she remembered the Flowers cabin being built in the mid-1930s, but that she

could not remember an exact year. Mrs. Burge's husband Lex was the area

postmaster.

FIELD NOTES FROM SITE VISIT OF JULY 31, 1990

Tract 25-105 was visited by Joe Armer and Russell Smith on July 31,

1990. The cabin is a log structure approximately 18 feet long and 15 feet wide.

The space between the boards were first chinked with concrete mortar and later

nailed boards and styrofoam. The roof of the cabin is sheet metal with one panel

of corrugated fiberglass. The exterior door frame appears to be recent millwork.

The north gable is constructed with 1x12 lumber with 1x4 lumber overlaying the

lxl2's. The south gable is of similar construction, but most of this gable is

missing. The framing that supports the existing roof is 2x4 construction which

appears to be of recent vintage.

The cabin interior has 1x12 wood plank flooring. Three of the four

interior walls are covered with paneling of a type which can be bought in any

modern lumber yard. A loft measures 12 feet by 9 feet. The floor structure of

the loft is 4"x4" lumber which appears to be fairly old. The flooring is an

assortment of lumber from older construction such as a piece of a tree branch
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being used as part of the window framing. The existing hardware-mainly door

hinges-appear to be modern. According toMr. Armer, a rock shower was located

on the east end of the cabin, however, no evidence was found to confirm this

statement.

The lot that the cabin is situated on has a draw directly south of the

cabin with woods beyond. East of the cabin-approximately 8-15 feet- is a bluff

line. Directly in front of the cabin is a cleared area which is slowly becoming

overgrown. Approximately 15 feet north of the cabin door is a series of rock

walls which appear to be terraced. Around these walls are plantings of yucca and

irises. Due east of the cabin door is a cleared area that could have been the

orchards. No evidence was found of the frame house.

Kodachrome 35mm slides were taken of the structure and site during the

July 31 site visit and are on file in the Buffalo National River historian's office.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the preceding research, the following assumptions a re made. The

log structure called "Wild Vic's" was built by Lloyd Flowers [as a gift to his wife"

stated Rocky Brougham, although this was not verified}. Lloyd Flowers and

other members of the Flowers family lived in the log structure and later

constructed an additional frame house. The Flowers family vacated the site

approximately 1938-1939. The buildings remained vacant until 1955, when Lloyd

Flowers and Joe Armer occupied the cabin. The cabin was abandoned after 1957.

In 1975 Rocky Brougham, presently of Evergreen, Colorado, but then of

Springfield, Missouri, rebuilt the cabin and used it as a vacation retreat.

According to local people, the building was never known as "Wild Vic's"

but if anything was known as "the Flowers place." Victor Flowers only remained

at the cabin less than a year; Victor Sharp resided there with the Flowers family

about the mid-1930s to 1938 or 1939.

The structure is significant in its relationship to the 1930s movement to

the Ozarks, and the site's relationship to Colonel O'Neill's property. The

structure has been extensively remodeled and the site reworked, both in the

addition of new elements and the removal of the frame house. The Flowers

family hold no special significance to the Buffalo River area. Colonel O'Neill

occupied the area briefly during the early twentieth century and bears only local
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interest as the father of Rose O'Neill; there is no evidence that Rose O'Neill ever

lived here or even visited the site.

"Wild Vic's" seems an inappropriate name. Because the structure is

located in the wilderness area, further discussion will be needed to assess the

building's use to the existing trail system and whether the structure should

continue to be maintained.

A copy of Rocky Brougham's letter, and other information on the Flowers

and O'Neill families is on file in the Historian's office, Buffalo National River.

The data for this report was gathered by Russell Smith, Buffalo National

River Coop Student, during the period July 23, 1990 through August 2, 1990.
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